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Iraq-Iran War
u.s. Imperialism

" 

the Winner? 
By RON TABER 	 in the major powers. In addition to 


their claim on land in western Iran, the 

On September 21, Iraqi troops In- Iraqis also claimed three islandsIn the 


vaded Iran, jgniting a war between the Strait of Hormuz, through which 

two countries. In a matter of days, the tankers pass carrying 40 percent of 

iraqi forces had beaten back the armed -'\the all of the so-called non-Commu

forces of the Islamic Republic and had nist world, To counter this, the 

approached. or reached the cities of Iranians threatened to close off the 

Khurralnshahr, ..Dizful, . Abadan and strait.,AfterJhe .U.S. ,announced ~hat , 

Ahwaz, not 'far" from~the Iran/Iraq It woulduse*force,to.keep the strait 

border. (Conffnued on page 14) 


Since that time, however, Iraqi 

troops ha~e beeflAlnable to follow up 

their initial vicfories. Although they 

have virtually destroyed the Iranian 

oil refinery in Abadan by artillery 
 Elections 1980: attacks, the Iraqis have been unable to 

... 	 occupy the contested cities, Instead, 
Iranian forces, loyal to the Ayatollah 
Khomeini and Iranian President Bani
Sadr, have: 'apparently stemmed the 1)on't: Vote-Organize! fraqi advance. 

At first, the Iranian response to the 
Iraqi attack was limited to air strikes This year's presidential~ election stand for, or what they wOlild actually to this "your mother ~ears combat 
against military and civilian targets in campaign has had all 'the fizz and 'do in office. boots" type of campaign. Polls show 
and around Baghdad (the Iraqi capital) "gusto" of warm beer. While the Jimmy Carter claims that a vote for that with the exception of the organ
and the oil refinery at Basra (the Iraqi majority of people are trying to .deal _ Ronald R~agan is a vote for war. ized right-wing movement, which is 
port city on the Shatt al Arab, ,:the , withreal problems-from the ravages Ronald Reagan claims that a vote for pretty solidly behind Reagan, a large 
combined estuary of the Tigris and Jimmy Carter is a vote for depression. percentage of the people who will vote 
Euphrates rivers' that constitutes the Carter hints that Reagan is a racist, on November 4 will be doing so In the 
border between Iran and Iraq at .the Reagan more than hints that Carter Is haRes of defeating the candidate-'EDITORIALheadof the Persian Gulf). But now the 	 Incompetent ... and so the "ar of they're against, not electing the one 
Iranian armed forces appear to be' - words goes on. John Anderson, for they're for. In other words, a big chunk 
carfljing out disorganized but deter of inflation and unemployment to the -his part, warns that the -qlection-of of votes for Carter will in fact 
mined fighting, joined by units of the possibility of world war ·and nuclear witheJ Carter or Reagan spells disaster represent anti-Reagan sentiment, and 
Revolutionary Guards. holocaust--c-the three main presiden for the 'country, but then even John vice-versa. So; for example, Black 

For a while it looked as if the tial hopefuis have engaged ih a shrill Anderson must know thaf he doesn't voters are expected, to go for Carter 
fighting, might spread to the entire war of words that has little to do with have a prayer. something-like 9-1, but more out of 
Persian Gulf region and possibly draw the real warld, what they actually Most people 'have not taken kindly (Continued on page 16) 
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jllil/r.°ur 	 NeJN movie is 
, readers pro-Migra garbage' 


stupids, or close to animals. Itmake the Migra look good.Dear Comrades, continues to stereotype MexiBut in the film and in reality, I I am writing to tell you can workers in general with allwould side with the polleros. 
the bad habits and ideas,

write.. .~ about a film which is about 
,Some polleros are bad and 
exploit the people they are without saying that U.S. im berundocumented workers. I saw 

the film and it'is not the kind 
smuggling. But most of them perialism makes us like that 	 der 

Send letters to: 	 of "neutral" film that some 
are poor workers, unem and forces us to leave our 	 ave

liberal writers have said in the 
bourgeois newspapers. We

TORCH, PO Box 1288 ployed, and the only way they home country in order to Syc 

New York, NY 10116 find to survive is through ~ 	 survive. That's what they for to ~ 
understand that nothing is ~ 	 pialget. They also keep saying 

~" - -	 neutral and if they or anybody smuggling other poor Mexi
that the "coyotes" (polleros) 	 oft 

says so, that means they work can or Latino workers. So we 
are on their side, and on the ,",xploit "illegal aliens" (read 	 gen

with the system and the impe
rialists, and lie to the mass of side of anyone who hates and "'undocumented workers) T

Wanted: people consciously. 
carrfights against the Migra. We usually by supplying them to 

should try to convince polle growers and bosses who need pos
The film was "Borderline." 

ros to be on our side with a 	 cheap hel p or a super-cheap havi 
The star was Charles Bron

political understanding about 	 labor force. But the people sine 
son, an imperialist movie star 

why we should be uni~d 	 ""ho are really most to blame yeal
who often plays the role ofa decent 

against the Migra and for''"!l1e 	 are the growers and U.S, ing
tough cops who happen to all r most important thing: open bosses themselves. 	 '-...--"
catch and kill Blacks and As\borders between Mexico and I could say a lot more aboutLatinos. But in this film he 
plays a good-hearted U.S. 	 the U.S., more jobs for all and this garbage film like many that 

less Migras and chotas on others, but that's all for today, denl
place. to live 

border patrol agent (Migra) hOSIboth sides of the borderline. Tear down the borders!Dear Comrades, shops where urban pioneers tracking down unscrupulous vic\(So finally the movie por Yours,I'm looking for an apart- can buy esoteric coffee beans. "polleros" or smugglers. The gletrays the poor Mexican work	 J. Zapatamen!. So I got a Chicago Sun- It makes me want to blow up a story followed Bronson's char to Kers as an ignorant crowd of 	 los. AngelesTimes and looked in the apart- Volvo. 	 acter as he avenged the slay that 
ments-for-rent pages. I could I have been trying to think ing of' a fellow Migra and attac
have died. It's getting almost of ways our class could solve tracked down a ring of po n 
as hard for a working class this bogus housing shortage. IIeros masterminded by a ized 
person to get an apartment as When the working class took powerful syndicate in San Counts on TORCH Syd€
itis to get a job. Ads say, "No power In Russia in 1917, one Diego. Along the way he also 
kids," "no pets," "references of the things they did was ex showed special compassion 

required," "must have job," propriate the swell apartments for the "illegal aliens" who 
 ing Ifor the trtrth 	 dem, 

"perfect tenants only." Three and"lmansians of the r~ch, lived at the mercy of the for k 
or four hundred bucks for a divide them up, and move in ruthless smugglers. The 
one-bedroom in what used to working class families who'd To me, to us revolution Dear Torch, 	 beings in rodent-sized holes deal,
be a three-story walkup but is been, living in the streets, aries, the film is pro-Migra I'm writing this letter to they call living quarters. The crat/e
nowan "elegant brownstone." Also, the housing shortage is garbage. There Is no such inform you of my current ad nam!L,of this place is Califor RangNeighborhoods that were resi- caused by "unprofitabiiity," "good" Migra and bad Migra. dress and a~k you to put me nia Training Facility. cia Hdential' working class or even not lack, of resources.· About The Migra is an arm of the back on your mailing list so I I've been in this man-made Depa'skid row a f~ years ago are 50 percent of U.S. construc 'state and it serves the interest can receive your very informa hell fortwo years and the only tion i 
now 'up and' coming "vi lies," tion workers are out of work. of the imperialists and rich tive newspaper. thing I've learned from the, have
"towns," etc. Landlords don't 	 Steelworkers and steel mills people of the U.S. So the As of this moment, I'm a 23- California Training Facility, to an
paint between tenants any- are idle. The reason that the Migra must be smashed, just year-old Black man being held that's supposed to hel p re-

more, they "rehab." Then they workers who could build like the other repressive arm captive against my will in a habilitate and reform the peo

men! 

demasell the places-they "go housing and the materials to of the state, the cops. The place where this capitalist' ple that they illegally kid


condo"-to "urban pi,oneers." ,do it With are not coming film uses bad pollercs to system warehouses human napped from their loved ones, 
main 
, TheThis got me down, so I read tpgether is that the capitalists is just what this corrupt ! room,the rest of the paper. The only care about where they system .is really all about, tembefinanCial page featured some can make the most money, If through self-awareness and closinclown from the real estate our class was In power, the Torch newspaper. Octollowners' association kvetching 	 nobody would be out to make IN THIS ISSUE 
 Since the time I came to the on Seabout the' unprofitability of a quick killing. What would age of understanding of just lion crental housing. His solution matter would be that every OCTOBER 15-NOVEMBER 14, 1980 	 what's been going on around hospi1was for the federal govern- body had decent living condi me I just about quit reading, cialsment to give the real estate tions. We could 'take all the Iran-Iraq war-~.S. imperialism the winner? listening, and looking at the 	 roomindustry a pile of dough- to resources that are being Elections '80: don't vote, organize so-called news media because piers tbuild flats for the rich, which squandered on bullshit for the 3 Harlem community fights Sydenham closing from my point of view I look at reclairwould "revitalize the inner rich and use them for things 4 Protestors clash with Klan in Connecticut the news media as a form to voluntcity." In the meantime, he our class needs. 	 Anti-rac,ists organ,ize to stop Nazi maf.h manipulate and brain-wash

said, he and his buddies There's no way we can do Chicago 'Take Back the Night' draws ,000 the majority of people, nation
~ would continue building this under capitalism. If the 5 Titan missile 'accident' explodes (all-safe myth aJly, and internationally, beshopping centers In the sub- ruling class gets scared 6 Free Rita Silk-Nauni! I cause there's not too many 	 Oemurbs. Right under this was an enough, they may put up a 7 . Imprisonee Cubans learn about U.S. 'democracy' reliable news Sources availaarticle about the plight of the few more housing projects, Trials of Pontiac Brothers begin 	 gro.,.

ble that we can count on torenter of ."moderate" means but they can't make any real 8 RML statement on Jamaican elections ..give us the news the, way 	 Thewho could only pay four to changes' and sW' make pro 9 Is the recession over? 
things are really happening ineight hundred a month! fits. A lot of people are going 10 Drop the charges against Jearl Woods 	 ham .~ 
the world.Nobody talked about where to freeze to death this winter, ,. 11 Lessons of the Glydons strike 	 struggl

I've read a lot of revolutionthe people who used to live in, or kill each other fighting 12 Slave revolts in the U.S. 	 Milltan 
ary papers in the, past but thesay, lakeview (which has. because they're shoe-horned 	 often ir 

FEATURES 	 only one that I feel is printingbeen re-named "Historic Wrig- in together, or get burned up 	 people,
the truth like it's supposed toleYville"-after the ball parI when-fhe,ahClrord does some 2 our readers write 	 front 0' 
be printed, so people likewhere the Cubs play baseball) home-made urban renewal be and lat 

live now. A couple of years cause he's not' making as 6 Breaklhe Chains myself will know exactly struggl,
Willie Sanders ... Marion hunger strike, .. Torch what's going on in the world,ago, my parents had to move much offoLIUs working class 	 peoplebans is the Torch and as long as I'm 

8 count on 
because their neighborhoo«( tenants as he could ,get from mimity 
got "revitalized" and the land- his fire insurance. How much labor in Struggle living I know I can broad·b 
lord jacked up the rent. So longer are we going to let NY nurses strike ... State AFL-CIO jobs march port frcthe Torch for the facts. So 
they moved a few miles furth- them do this to us? resolutions ... Indiana NIPSCO strike keep up the good job that you Worker~ 
er west. Now they're starting In struggle, are dOing. 15 World in Revolution pitals w 
to see the signs again-sand- laura Wadebay France ... Zimbabwe From a soidier, union, l 
blasting crews and kitschy Chicago TY 
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Harlem Community. Wins Support in 

Militant Fight to Save Sydenham Hospital 
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By RICHARD ALLEN iean Federation of State, After a momentary quiet, dem

and RANDY CONRAD County and Municipal Em onstrators pushed in again. 


ployees (AFSCME). Then the cops kicked down 

On Monday night, Septem During the first week of the the barricades and charged 


ber 15, 100 community resi occupation, the cops stepped into the crowd, swinging their 

dents and activists from all up their presence and reas nightsticks wildly. 

over New York City occupied serted control over the hos One of the victims of the 

Sydenham Hospital in Harlem pital. They stood at the en police attack was Anthony 

to profest Mayor Koch's racist trances to keep out all sup Hicks. He received back injur

plan to close the hospital, one porters of the occupation and ies and a concuSsion and had 

of the few in an area with dan allow only employees to enter. to spend four nights in Harlem 

gerously poor health service. With the cops' help, the emer Hospital. He described the 


I 

The occupation quickly be gency room was eventually re attack for the Torch/La An

came a rallying point for op closed. torcha: 

position to the cutbacks that During this same period, "You could feel the tension. 

have been hitting New York most of the occupiers left the I was trying to get the women 

since 1975. Sick and tired of hospital. Some male CSS and children out of the way. 

years of cutbacks and decay leaders and-Reverend Herbert When that one piec:e of barri 

ing neighborhoods, people of Daughtry 01 the Black United cade went, the cops kicked 


I 
all races united to fight back. Front (BUF) told the women the rest down. Whatever 
As we go to press, it appears occupiers, including Diane moved gol hit. I got hit on the tion would be ended without the city's 17 municipal ho$
that the struggle to ~eep Sy Lacey, head of CSS, to leave. right side first, it spun me winning and they lold the nine pitals-and the closing of SlI
denham open as a full-service Other people left for various around. Then I got hit on the to remain Inside. denham and Metropolitan 
hospital is subsiding with no reasons. This left only nine back and the temple and could A few days later, In the early hospitals in Hartem and two 
victory in Sight. Yet the strug people, including Daughtry, feel myself going down. The hours of September 26, police other hospitals in Brooklyn. 
gle already has served notice Reverend Timothy Mitchell, cops kicked me in the ribs. I ejected the nine occupiers. Some $8.5 million of the $30 
to Koch and the ruling class Cenie Williams of the Asso tried to help the other sister The end of the occupation million was to come from cuts 
that people won't take their ciation of Black Social Work being hil; every time I Iried to took away the focus that had in Harlem_ This COffipaTes 
attacks without a fight. ers, and the Harlem organizer move thell kicked me again." kept the struggle at such a with $670,000 from Bronx 

I 
 The occupation was organ of the Communist Party, In The pOlice riot shocked high level for almost two Municipal and two other hos

ized by the Coalition to Save side the hospital. These nine people into action. Over 1,500 weeks. Although the struggle pitals that service malnly 

Sydenham (CSS), which had people, who had assumed people turned out for a rally against the clOSing Is still not ).'Nl1lte neighborhoods_ 

also organized a number of leadership of the struggle, the next day, many from over: It is clearly on the ' Sydenham serves Harlem, 

i 	 demonstnltions in the preced remaill.ed inside the hospi churches all over Harlem. decltne. where medical care is ex
ing months to build support tal's administrative offices. The growth of the struggle tremely bad. lJ-e is one 
for keeping Sydenham open. The Coalition to Save Sy after the police riot forced doctor for every 15.000 pe0
The· coalition had rejected. a denham called for a mass rally Mayor Koch to agree to speak 	 ple, compared to the nationalHarlem target for 
deal, worked out by Demo for Saturday, September 20. with a delegation of doctors average of one doctor for 500 
cratic Congressman Charles That morning the police set up and elected politiCians from health care cutbacks people. Nearby hospitals thatI 

I 
Rangel ·of Harlem and Patri  barricades ,to contain the dem Harlem. At this meeting, Koch are supposed to cover for Sy
cia Harris,head of the federal onstrators and keep them agreed to delay the closing The closing of Sydenham is denham once it's closed are 
Department offlealth, Educa away from the people inside two weeks until November 1, a racist attack 00 the Black reeling from five years of bud
tion and Welfare, that would the hospital. The front of the 50 that community leaders community of Harlem. It Is the· get cuts; they are seriously 
have converted Sydenham In barricades was 10 leet frorri could try to get federal fOnd latest Ina long series of cuts understaffed and in need of 
to an alcohol 	and drug t~eat the windows where the lead ing to keep Sydenham running In social services In New York .. repairs. 
ment center. Instead, the CSS ers werer with 20 cops be as a fOil-service hospital. City. Since the 1975 fiscal 

The struggle to save SlIdefI

J 
 demanded that Sydenham re tween the barricades and the The nine occupiers planned criSiS, working class neigh

ham was a big step forward in

main a full-service hospital. windows. 	 to leave the hospital to attend b9rhoods have been hit with 
New York. It was one of the

The. hospital's emergency Five hundred people a meeting at Abyssinian Bap school shutdowns, hospital 
first times that people fought

room waS to be closed on Sep showed up for this 2:00 p.m. tisn::tU:irch to discuss Koch's closings and a wide range ofc 	 back against the cutbacks in
tember 16"':"'with the final rally. Many demonstrators offer, the city having, prom other service cuts: Transit 

an organized way. H brought
closing of the hospital set for were angry at the cops and ised that they could return to fares have gone up. Thou

together Harlem.residents and
October 15. 	After a meeting insisted that they move the the hospital afterward. But sands of badly needed muni

people from around the city:
oil September 15, the coali" barricades. Rev. Daughtry when thelt asked the people cipal workers have been laid 

the Bronx, Brooklyn, upper
lion decided 	 to occupy the spoke from inside the hospi on the picket line if they off, adding to the decay. 

Manhattan and the lower East
hospital. Although city offi- tal, also demanding 'the barri  should go, the demonstra~rs, Harlem is the main target of Side. It Involved Blacks and

'cials closed the emergency cades be removed.. People after some diSCUSSion, started Koch's hospital cutback plan. Latins and· whites in a united 
room September 16, occu sta.rted pushing the- barri  chanting "stay in, stay in." The original scheme Called for fight. It also drew in support
piers broke down the door and cades; the i::OpS pushed back. They feared that the occupa- a$30 rnillion budget cut for 

..:;.. 	 from the trade unions:
reglaimed it, 	staffing it with '4 . 

AFSCME, District 65 of the
volunteer doctors and nurses. United Auto Workers. Service 

Employees International Un
ion and the International la
dies Garment Workers Union. 

.jiowever, the coalition lead
'Demonstrations 
grow to 500 

ership failed to take several 
imfJortant steps that couldThe occupation of Syden
have broadened the supportham .sparked a determined 
for the struggle to says Sydenstruggle to save the hospital. 

Militant mass picket lines, ham, and turned It irito a 
~ citywide movement againstoften involving as many as 200 
the cutbacks. For: example,people, were organized in 
the coalition did not sysfront of the hospital, all day 
tematically organize leafletingand late into 	the night. The 
teams to go to other communstruggle drew hundreds of 
jties, hospitals and unionpeople from 	the Black com
locals that are facing cutmunity of Harlem and won 
backs. At the· height of thebroad-based multi-racial sup
struggle, they called no massport from all over the city. 
meetings. Such meetingsWorkers from other city hos
could have drawn in hundredspitals were bussed in by their 

union, Local 420 of the Amer-	 (Continued on page 16) 
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Police chase Sydenham demonstrators at September 20 rally. 
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PL's Adventurism Jeopardizes Action 

Protestors Clash With Klan in Conn. 
other industrial towns nearby. ON September 13, the small the Klan demonstration was and to keep out other left 
The Klan had burnt crosses in town of Scotland in eastern organized throughout Con groups. PLers told a New York 
Willimantic, attacked BlacksConnecticut was turned into a necticut. A Coalition Against City coalition, which included 
and Latins and threatened tobattleground as anti-Klan the Klan came together to the RSL, first, that they knew 
burn down the multi-racialdemonstralors attempted to organize the counter-demon nothing about any anti-Klan 
Windham Heights housingmarch on a Klan rally. stration in Scotland. Student demonstration and . later that 
projects. Many demonstrators The Klan rally in Scotland groups from the University of the Scotland counter-demon
were members of PL or CAR, was the Klan's first public' Connecticut and Yale were stration was their own and 
or came through PLlCAR'sdemonstration in Connecticut active in the coalition. There anyone who 'wanted to join 
organizing activity, but many in 70 years. It was held by the were also church vigils, at must do so under their disci
others came independently. Demonstration In Scotland,Invisible Empire, Knights of tended by 1,000 people, In pline. This deception, com


the Ku Klux Klan on'a private New Haven, Bridgeport, Hart bined with the distance be Connecticut.
MIDWAY through the antl  .,.
farm owned by George Rood, ford and Middletown. tween New York City and Klan raliy, PL led a march of 

a member of the Minutemen, The Progressive Labor Party Scotland and the lateness of 300 people up the road toward 
 white person walking up the 
another militaristic fascist or- (PL) and their front group, the preparations, effectively the Klan rally, about two miles road; Klan members and sym
ganlzalion. Imperial Wizard Ihe Committee Against Ra stifled organizing in New away. Halfway up the road, pathizers, people Just checkBiI'! Wilkinson crowned Gary clsm (CAR), also participated York. As a result, only scat the march was turned back by Ing out. the rally, as well asPiscottano, 26, of New Britain in the coalition. PL rarely tered Individuals from New State Police. A series of ..ifIti-Klan demonstrators tryas the Connecticut Grand works in coalitions and did so York attended. clashes developed between ing to join the march were all Dragon. Three hundred peo- only because of the existence FIVE HUNDRED people at anti-Klan. marchers and Klan attacked. Two anti-Klan dempie, including 50 robed Klans- of an independent opposition tended the anti-Klan demon supporters. PL marshals at onstrators from New York,men, attended the rally Satur- to the Klan which PL could stration In the town square In tacked Individual Klansmen carrying a "Stop the Klan"day, and another 300 on not control. But In typical Scotland. Many were young walking up the road to the banner, received minor InJur·Sunday. fashion, PL tried to pass off workers, mostly Black and Klan rally. Three times march


Widespread .opposition to the demonstration as Its own Latin, from Willimantic and ers panicked, scattered Into 
Ies. 


DESPITE PL's claims, their
the fields and regrouped. A actions were no victory. Many
van drove through the crowd militant workers were put In
of anti-Klan demonstrators jeopardy with no CDance of
firing a gun, injuring a few stopping the Klan rally. EvenAnti~Racists Organize to Stop people; it was attacked when though a few Individual Klan 
it tried to drive back through. members or supporters were
Someone In a house along the beaten, neither the Klan nor
road fired a warning shot Into March 'by Illinois Nazis Its ,,~bJlity to organize werethe air. Later, a group of chalTlfnged politically. The
bikers attacked the anti-Klan 

THE best-known Nazi group on s~liember 27. About 10 youth. The police stopped the 	 Klan rally on Saturday was so 
crowd. Many people became 

in Qhicagoh!l,s announced Nazis, f~ced an. ,anti-racist " Nazi l}1arch because a left	 successful, in fact, that a
confused and dlsoriented,and

plans for a march into a Black crowd of about 200, IncludIng .. wIng cclunter-detnoiistratlon 	 second rally was -held onbegan leaving the. PL-Ied
neighborhood. The National a large contingent from. the built 'by the RSL, the Interna	 Sunday. PL's indiscriminate group to return to town.
Socialist Party of America International Committee tional Socialists, Progressive attacks co.uJd only have driven 
says they plan to march from Against Racism and smaller Labor Party, Spartacist PL's adventurist tactics had people with a loose interest In 
their headquarters in Mar groups from the RSL, the In- Leaglje and the Communist gotten the marchers Into a the Klan closer to the fascist 
quette Park into )"Jest Engle ternational Socialist Organlza- Labor Party, stood in Its path. very dangerous situation; for organization. In addition, PL's 
wood, a Black neighborhood, tlol1 and Workers World Party. All signs point to a weaker tunately only a few were hurt, mindless and disorganized ac
on Saturday, October 25. Their The Nazis were bombarded Nazi march this year. none too seriously. The retreat tions served to discredit the 
purpose is to organize racist with rocks, dirt bombs and If there is a serious effort by increasingly took the form of strategy of militant confronta
,violence against Black people . . firecrackers for about 45 mln- anti-Nazi forces, this year's controlled hysteria. PL began tion to many anti-Klan ac

... 	 The RSLls calling' on com utes. Police did not Inter- march should not succeed. 0 indiscriminately attacking any tivists.D 
munity residents" left groups fere. 
and labor" organizations to Several weeks earlier the 
mobilize to' 'prevent this Nazis rallied in' Berwyn, a 
march. white suburb where many 

These particular Nazis are racists Uve. The Nazis were 

the Chicago affiliate of Harold bombarded there also. AI" 

Covington's organization, though the Berwyn crowd op
 Chicago 'Take Back 
which participated· in the posed the Nazis, many of the 

Greensboro, North Carolina, people-including most of 

killings of Communist Work those who threw ,rocks'-were 
 the Night' Draws 3,000ers Party supporters last No also racist. . 
vember. The Chicago group FIVE:'YEARS ago the Nazis 
has held a number of actions attempted a march into West By NATASHA BELL men who attended the rally were allowed to 
over the last four months, Englewood similar to the one illl6n the marcn. Though unwelcomed by the 
none of them very impressive. they are planning now. They On.the night of Friday, September 26, more march leadership, thei r presenoe showed that 
Mos1 recently, they rallied in mobilized a crowd of several than 3,000 militant women' marched through there are men who want to join the fight
the liberal suburb of Oak Park hundred racists, mostly the darkened streets of downtown Chicago ( against rape. 

(the Loop) chanting "Step rape, fight back." 
ThedemoOStration followed an evening rally in This spirited march, with its large size and 
whjch a series of speakers talked on such militancy, was a hug,e success. However, if 
subjects as the international wOf1)ens' move men who support 'This struggle had been 
ment, on-the-job harassment, and the role of encouraged to participate, it would have been 
women in the trade unions. much larger. 

Over the past few years, "Take Back the The important issues that the "Take Back the 
Night" rallies and marches have been organ Night" marches ra.lse-rape,wife-beating and
Ized in most larger cities in N.orth America and other violence. against women-are only part
w.estern Europe. Originally built'around the of the misery that women, like other oppressed
issues of rape and beatings, they have now people, suffer under capitalism. We cannot
bro,adened o.ut politically to address other stop rape as long as we live in a society that 
aspects of womens' oppreSSion. thrives on objectification of women' and 

cThe Chicago. demonstration, like other "Take explOitation of workers and mlnorltill's. This 
Back the Night" marches, was planned by Its capitalist system must be destroyed and that 
o!"ganlzers as' a women"only eirent. Though can only be done through unity of 'all those 
discouraged from partiCipating, a few of the who are oppressed by its ruling class. C . 

October 1975 demonstration that stopped Nazi march. 
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TITAN MISSILE 'ACCIDENT' 

EXPLODES FAIL-SAFE MYTH 


callous toward its workers and The capitalist rulers of the 
the community. In March U.S.-and the other imperial

On September 19 one of the 

By WAYNE GORDON 

1977, three workers died in a ist powers, Including Russia 
U.S.'s nuclear missiles blew non-nuclear explosion at Pan -are playing with very dan
up. The evening before, a tex. The House of Represen gerous toys. Using complex 
maintenance team was work tatives Appropriations Com machines makes it inevitable 
ing on the Titan 2 nuclear mittee investigated and re that accidents will happen
missile, which was housed in ported in 1978 that the plant nothing is perfect. The proba
a 155-foot-deep underground had a "significant safety prob bility and seriousness of the 
silo near Damascus, Arkan lem." The result was to give aCCidents is increased by 
sas. One of the technicians more money to the company. c,.italist greed and military
dropped a three-pound wrench bureaucratic shortSighted
socket. The simplest safety ness. These accidents can 
precautions, such as ropes have frightful consequence::>. 
attaching the sockets to the Nuclear accidents Spilling radioactive debris will 
wrenches or the use of safety pollllte the land for centuries. are common 

."j1ff A nuclear explosion will kill 
to prevent such a mistake. The 
platforms, had not been taken 

and injure hundreds of thou-
socket fell 70 feet and broke The accident at Damascus sands, if not millions, of 
the thin aluminum skin of a is by no· means a rare event. people. A mechanical acci
fuel tank. Gas fumes began to The Air Force admits that dent could trigger a world war. 
spread and build up pressure between 1975 and 1979 there The capitalists are increas
in the silo. A- fire broke out. have been 125 fuel leaks in ing these dangers by stepping 
Automatic safety features Titan 2 missiles. In 1978, a up military spending. The 
failed to work well enough. fuel leak at this same silo U.S. goyernment is starting to 
For example, 100,000 gallons caused the hospitalization of produce polson gases, 
of water were sprayed into the several people. Within the last stopped foryears;For the first 
silo, but the water did not two years, eight other leakage time since the early 19605, the 

accidents have happened atcover the engines or the fuel doubletalk. It refused to say ties" say It will? Titan 2 missile sites In Arkan- government is increasing its
tanks. what had happened to the Some evidence of greater production of weapons-grade 

The actual explosion oc nuclear warhead: where It was, dangers appeared. "'n the sas alone. In the worst such plutonium. In the past three 
aCCident, 53 construction ' curred because the capital what condition It was In, and OPinion of the U.S. Depart workers were killed in a Titan y~ they have begun several 

ist contractor who had built when it was being removed. In ment of Energy, the SOO-foot new military programs that 
the Silo did not want to be fact, for several days It wo\! Id fireball Indicated that some of silo near Searcy, Arkansas, in will require the production of 
embarrassed. An emergency not even""admit that the mis the conventional explosives August 1965. More recently, a thousands of nuclear war
team of Air Force technicians sile had had a warhead! went off, possibly demaglng fuel leak from a Titan 2 missile heads: the Cruise miSSiles, 

. at the silo proposed that the At the same time, it s<>ugN the warhead and permitting in Rock, Kansas, killed two the MX mobile·mlsslle (which 
gas fumes be vented before to assure people that, what radioactivity to leak." (Chris airmen and Injured 29 others will travel around the country
the pressure became too ever had happened, there was tian Science Monitor, Sep In 1978. side on trucks or .traln tracks), 
great. But the contractor, the nothing to worry about. There tember 22.) 'In addition, the Other accidents have oc the Trident submarlne
Martin Marietta Corporation, "was absolutely no evldenc. Air Force has admitted that it curred with nuclear bombs. In launched missile. There are 
which did npt hav,l'anyone at of radioactive debris In . the does not know If the bottom 1966, a 8-52 bomber crashed several programs to expand 
the silo, asked tMt nothing be area," said the Secretary of of the silo has ruptured, Into a tanker.plane over Palo-' the use of military contrac
done. They hoped the situa the Air Force, Hans Mark, ·permittlng poisonous fuels to mares, Spain. Two of Its tors,such as multiyear pur
tion would stabilize. The Air adding·, "The warhead Is not in leak Into the ground water. bombs fell onto land and let chases and permitting larger 
Force bureaucrats, safe In danger of bttlng Ignited be Eventually, the Warhead out radioactive debris. A nu profit margins. The profits will 

-rtheir headquarters in Omaha, caulMJ It was, designed with was found and secretly moved clear-armed 8-52 crashed in go lip ... and so wi II the 
Nebraska, accepted the corpo fall-safe devices." But why ·-to the Pantex plant in Ama Gree,nland in 1968. A fire "accidents." 
ration's proposals rathE!r than should anyone believe the riflo, Texas, the plant that broke out on an armed B-S2 These weapons are not tem
th,9se,of its own people on the assurances of the Air Force? puts ~ther every nuclear just four days before the Titan porary. The capitalists have 
scene. The "fail-safe devices" of the warhead in the U.S. AlthQugh 2 explosion. . no plan to get rid of them 

Eight hours after the wrench missile sHo, such as the water owned by the U.S. govern Even more frightening, eventually. They .no longer
socket fell, the silo and mis extinguisher, hadn't worked. ment, Pantex is run by another twice in the last year compu pretend to call. for "disarma
sile exploded. The poisonous The concrete door of the silo, capitalist contractor, the ters at the headquarters of the ment." Even "arms control" 
gases spewed out, with which was supposed to with Mason and Hanger-Silas Ma North American Air. Defense (limiting the arms race in 
flames and debris being stand a nuclear bomb, was son Company. Such contraC Command in Cheyenne Moun certain areas by negotiations) 
blasted 500 feet up. The 750- destroyed by a chemical ex tors have a lush situation, tain, Colorado, have accident is being dropped with the 
ton concrete door was shat plosion. So why should any with all costs guaranteed, ally set off false alarms. Mis abandonment of the SALT /I
tered. The 6,ooo-ton hydrogen one assume anything will plus guaranteed profits. Like siles and bombers were made Treaty. Make no mistake, 
bomb warhead of the missile work the way the "authorl- Martin Marietta, Mason Is ready for takeoff jJi these· nuclear bombs are ba
was thrown several hundred ing built for war, and, If things
feet. continue on their current 

One Air Force person died course, sooner or later, one 
way or another, they will goand 21 others were injured, 

two seriously. The neighbor otf. 

ing community of 1,400 peo
 W~revolutlonary socialists 
ple was 'evacuated for 12 are not pacifists. We Ught 

against the capitafist governhours. Local people com
ments tllatare threatening toplained of nausea and burning 
exterminate the human race.sensations in the nose, throat 

and stom(jch, which might This crazy system must be 
have been caused by the stopped and its rulers over
fumes from the silo. thrown. The working class 

must take .over everywhere, 
since we have no interest in 
waging wars against workers 
of other nations. Our program Nothing to for world peace and sanity Is 

worry about? to make a world revolution 
and disarm ·the capltalists

Following the explosion, before they' blow us !III up, 
the U.S. government imme- Hiroshima, Japan, after being destroyed by· U.S. atomic bomb In August 1945.· Nuclear war or whether' by "accident" or "on 
diately began its game of "accidents" are a constant threat under cap/tallst rule. purpose."O 

Titan 2 missile silo In Damascus, Arkansas, aHer recent 
explosion. 
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Sentenced to 150 years 

Free Rita Silk-Nauni! 
er and use of a deadly weapon the judge held several Native By ADELE LOHMAN with Intent to kill, and repeople in contempt for not 
ceived the maximum sentencestanding when he entered and 

had them ejected for bringing
Rita SlIk-Naunl, a 31-year

-cons~utlve terms of 100
old Natl·ve American woman, years· on the first charge and in a sacred pIpe. . 

Throughout the trial, Judge 
was sentenced August 18 to 50 years on the second. 
150 years In prison for the The SlIk-Naunl defense 

committee Is planning to ap
Winie Sanders acquitted 	 self-defense killing of an Ok- Cannon ruled out all evidence 

Willie Sanders was acquitted OCtober 2 In Boston at his lahoma City airport cop and peal. Judge cannon set the
fourth trial in 12 months for rape. Sanders, a 39-year-old Black the wounding of another. outrageous ball of $100,000 	 Cuban retug84
man, was arrested and framed in response to racist hysteria On September 19, 1979, during the appeal process. 
following a series of attacks on white women in the Allston- Rita Sllk-Naunl arrived In Ok- DouQfarr, Silk-Naunl's law
Brighton area. Sanders had worked as a painter In a building lahoma on a flight from Los yer, tdfd the Torch/La An	 Some 2,000 
where a woman was rap8c:l on Christmas Day 1978. The cops, A I ,. d II h torcha in a telephone Inter	 who have COlgot a warrant for Sanders' arrest three days later, but didn't use nge es. I en ays ear er, s ehad suffered a mental break- view that there hlJs been some 	 this year as re
it because they had no evidence. Tt'len, on February 1, 1979, down, the result of contln success In raising ball money. 	 locked up In 
while jl so-called community meeting was In progress, ual beatings and abuse from Meanwhile. Silk-Naunl has 	 where they aT<
demanding an arrest, the cops picked' him up. her husband. Her husband been trartsferred to the state's out'for harassl 

Not one of the women was able to identify Sander-s as the then signed her out of the . nlI\(lmum security prison at Itles. 

man who attacked her until after his arrest, after they had seen hospital against doctors' ad-
 McAlester, Oklahoma. '---'Many of thE 
his picture In the papers and the media had Identified him as vice. Now, she and her 10 In Los Angeles, the Revo gay men or I 
the alleged rapist. The cops coached the victims to pick him out year-old son, Derrick, were lutionary Socialist League has others are , 
of a line-up and destroyed a partial fingerprint of the real rapist, running from him, back to her Joined with other groups and having com 
w!lich would have cleared Sanders. son's father and his people. Individuals In forming a sup crimes or adl 

They had no money left and port committee. ,On Septem	 fractions In 
Willie Sanders got a lot of support III the Boston area and began trying to hitchhike from 

ber 19, the group held a 15-	 being honest
nationally. Antl-racl,st as well as women's groups demanded the air rt' 

hour vigil, which was 'covered 	 confused enothat the cops release him. Even though the prosecution tried to , po . 

harass his defense commltt~,and subpoena the records of Its Two cops spotted her. Two 
 by the media. The committee that to U.S. g. 

financial contributors, his supporters organized a militant Indians walking along the Is planning to bring "Frances clals. 


defense. Willie Sanders w~s ,cqultted In his first trial In highway; a sm~1I woman and 
 Wise, from the defense com A Septembe 
Times articlemittee In Oklahoma, to sp'eak 
wide and loos

November 1979. The secondcase was dropped lastApril. His a child-they looked defense-
at a major fundralser. Forthird trial ended in dismissal thlsSeptember·22. But the state less. The cops stopped her for 

"serious crime: more. I"formation , cail the 

acquittal. Derrick and tried to force h(m Rita SlIk-Naunl soon after Femliltlei Women'a Health 

still insisted on a fourth trial, which resulted In this final littering. They manhandled 

cesslilg the CI 
rect reports frcinto the police car. As SlIk arrest. canter at (213) 4116-4844 or the 

Naunl struggled t() defend her Los Angeles RSL at (213) 385- venworth prlso 
son, on.e q<>p's.gun,w.ent ,off, 8029. Contributions and re the Torch/La ~ 

,M'~~QP, Pt:~'j"IKS stage 3rd'strill" causing,: a. leg wound•. Right of 'self-defense, . "dMense of quests for more Informatloh 	 the treatment t 
~. "'-.'-- then Silk-Naunl saw the other child" or police misconduct. can also be sent to: Rita getting behind 

The"prlson~'at'the federal penitentiary In Marlon, illinois, On June 7, PIcop come at her with his gun The defense was limited to the SlIk-Naunl Defense Commit
went on strike September 15, for the third time this year. Their 	 Issued a dirac. drawn. She fired wildly to pro question of sanity at the time tee, Native American Center, 
demands Include better food and health care, more rehabilita	 refugees who c tect herself, and the cop of th~, shooting. Despite all 1212 North Hudson, Okla
tion programs llnd, m,9St importantly, the closing of the Control caught a fatal bullet in the this, the state' didn't succeed homa City, OK 73101. Letters 	 rlous crimes" In 
Unit. In a letter to tMTqrch/La Antorcha dated October 7 a 	 out who they ! chest. 	 In railroading SlIk-Naunl to to Rita SlIk-Naunl should beMar-ion ·prilioner writes: ''The strike Is In Its 23rd day with ~ore 	 gratlon and

The distraught woman then the death chamber. But she sent to Box 97, McAlester, OK to come. Also this administration has refused to talk with the 	 Service (lNS-Lwes convicted of nianslaught- 74501.0generelpopulatlon as a body, which Is the only way, since we fled in the police car. Even viewed the Cub! 
'jftK'8 dei118C1a grievance commlUee In our last at!'lke." tually, six city cops caught up their statements 

with her and beat her so badly Engllsh;.langUlOn the first day of the strike a group of prisoner; drew up a she had to be hospitalized. and then asked 
because it was unsigned. Aslgned list was then forwarded to 
list of demand~"which was rejected by the administration 

it. The affidavits 
the warden, and "there wers 21 men placed on lock-up for It." back to therefu,Important Noties! Ish.The letter states that now the general population Is "lock8c:l 
down all day just as men on lock-up." Judge bent As a result G 

. Last March, the prisoners at Mllrion struck for three weeks. • Are you being relessed soon? If so, pies.. let us' know dure, the INS 
The prison bosses promised some Improvements In order to get .on conViction. whers to continue sending your free subscription to the 2,000 Cubans in 
!he prisoners back to work. There were brutal reprisals, but'llo ... 	 TORCH/LA ANroRCHA. We know that when you get out ons all over the 

The state charged SlIk	 is now beghinIImprovements. 	 you don't necessarily have the money for a paid subsc:rfpNaunl with murder and de expulsion heartlon, SO WE'LL CONTINUE SENDING THE TORCH/LAWith Its mechanized towers, its electronlc,fences topped by manded the death penalty. their fate will beANTORCHA TO YOU FOR FREE FOR SIX MONTHS.razor wire and Its technological punishment apparatus In the ' The trial opened June 2, 1980, far, 393 "hearlng 
Control Unit, Marlon Is the ultimate maximum secui"lty prison. before a jury that was all And when you bit the street; why not paas your copy of 

completed, and.
It was built In 1963 to replace Alcatraz and Is lised for pOlitical white, middle class and In· 	 the TORCH/LA itNTORCHA around? See If thers are 

cases has a Cu
prlsone&s and anyone the authorities consider a troublemaker. favor of the death penalty. The 	 others who might like to get the paper. One of theJJest 

Mlgra and won:ways you CCKlld help build 'the Revolutionary SocIalistcourtroom was too small to stay In the U..S.League Is by Introducing people to our newspaper. ()r ...admit more than a few sup	 Desplt~ 'the lIf you can find bookstores or newsstanda that woUld canyporters and so full of deputy'Update ~n Torcbbannings 	 the paper every mt»nth. If you find 1lIIY. write us and we ment's propagan( 
sheriffs that it looked like an . lack of freedom II ~n set 1t up_ '.armed camp. Presiding Judge On June 4, 1980, the Florida Department of Corrections' 	 accepting"at 'face Finally. let us know what you're doing when ,you getJoe cannon' Issued standing reversed Its ban on the Torch/La Antorcha being sent Into 	 Cuban criminalhome. Tha struggle doesn't end when youwaHc: out of theFlorida prisons. A memorandum from the department reads In orders to arrest anyone wear	 Some of thOse II

cage-It only beglns;on. a different leveL Continue toing a Free Rita T-shirt or 
struggle! Cog~~ ils Ig any o'.our branch cltles.C_ thepart: "Our Bureau of Legal Aftal,. now 8c:Ivises that an Inmate 	 guilty of regulat 

has flied aultln prder.to be allowed to receive the publlcetlon. button or distributing litera	 such as killing yolIatlngs on page 18). Or wrfte te;! th, closest branch to youLegal also advlsea that we cannot win In defense of this suit•. ture, even across the street. 	 without governmlor the National Offlca. and maybe we couldaminge to. , . Therefore we have no baals upon which to exclude It under But SlIkcNaunl's supporters 	 sion.
meet you somewhere. Thers are always' lots of activitiesthe present criteria." The last we. heard the keepers hadn't kept Jamming the courthouse 	 Qne, prisoner going on In which your partiCipation and experience couldposted any notice of this ruling. . 	 . in At/ailta panltlcorridors, 'forcing the state be a ,big hel.,. Or there are classes on revolutionaryMeanwhile, prisoners from all over New York State are on June 5, to open a large~ politics you could Join. cause he admltte 

reporting that they are being denied thetr copies of the Torch/ courtroom. Derenselaw}ters
The pOint is, we don~t want to lose touch with you Just La Antorcha. We cannot fight this unless prisoners appeal the 	 questioning him, ,IThejudge then claimed that because you're out now. In fact,. we want and need toban through regular channels and send us a copy of both the been arrested wh8/ 

banning noticeand their appeal.' . for running away 1
the jurors complained of being . tl'lhten our relatlo.nshlp· with you-and convince you to 
Intimidated by all the Indians .jom our party! 

his girlfriend.-AL in the courtroom. On June 11, 
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Imprison~d Cuban 

Refugees Find Out 

True Meaning of 


,American Democracy' 

t 

Some 2,000 of the Cubans Almost half the prisoners on some trumped-up charge take tha places of those 011, hidden away In various 

who have come to the U.S. are· guilty of petty theft, which, on the surface, has U.S.A. prisoners who were lockup sections," the reports 

this year as refugees are now mostly of food or clothing. nothing to do with being working for slave wages ...... Say. "Many of the Cubans are 

locked up in federal prisons, One refugee, who is now In homosexual. As a result of the The prison authorities ''want .li9mlng"'around to realize that 

where they are being singled Atlanta penitentiary was sen records created by these ar eel the Cubans to 'have exer Amerlka Is not what they 
 <'---'/ 

out for harassment by author tenced to 30 years in jail In rests a good proportion of the cise' by working for nothing In thought it would be," one pris

ities. Cuba for stealing fabric when gay Cubans who have arrived the place of tt~os. as oner's letter said. 


Many of these Cubans are he was 12 and stealing clothes here are now locked up as signed .•.. 

gay men or lesbians. Many at the age of 16. "serious criminals." "For over nine years, I have 
"One of the gay Cubans had others are guilty only -of The reason many of the been held hostage within theMany of the Imprisoned an Afro· brother (who spoke· having committed petty gays are 'Iocked up Is more prisons of the U.S.A.," wroteCubans-gay and stralght Spanish) translate to me thatcrimes or adminlstratfve In complicated. U.S. law pro the prisoner who worked with are very young. "You hllve he was being singled out byfractions In Cuba-and of hibits homosexuals from en Cubans In. the kitchen area.Cubans here as young as 15 the USP guards and was goingbeing honest or foolish or tering the country unless they "Throughout the U.S.A., Afri years old," one prisoner at to be stopped from working Inconfused enough to admit deny they are gay-either by can Americans, arid otherLeavenworth reported to the the kitchen, only because ofthat to U.S. government offi  saying nothing or l18ylng "No, ethnic Americans (a class ofTorch/La Antorcha. ''The pigs his gayness. Shortly after thiscials. I'm not" If the question Is poor white, poor Black, poordon't even place a so-called was told to me, all of the gay A September 27 New York raised by someone else. But third world peoples) are subfederal criminal of the age of Cubans were taken 0" theTimes article exposed the In the caSe of the Cuban Jected to the same disregard 20 or. 21 years old In places kitchen Jobs and other Cubanswide and loose definition of refugees, the government has of their human rights assuch as Leavenworth Federal wera put In their place. U.S.A. "serious crimes" used In pro agreed to look the other way. human beings. It is this clasaPenitentiary: yet they have 15-, government oppressioncessing the Cubans, and di Gay CubaNl have been al that Is the most oppressed by16- and 1I1-year-old Cubans against gay prlsone,. Is nothrect reports from InSide lea lowed Into the U.S. although, the U.S.A: government. The here. It Is an unbelievable Ing new .••• " venworth PII~on In Kansas to according to one organization Cuban refugees must be consight. II Is enough to· makethe Torch/La, Antorcha detall spon,sorln,g many of the gay The prlsonersatl.eaven sidered • part Oc' this sameyou want to db something outthe treatment the Cubans are refugees; they will be In a worth were gIven strict In oppntSsed class of people. Inof the ordinary, ••.. " getting behind bars. "perpetual slate of being on structions not to talk to the this context, the Cuban refu

On June 7, President Carter parole In this country_'1 ''Whe" the Cuban brothers Cubans. "Many 0' tlte Cubans gees (Cuban brothers and 

issued a directIve t0l' expel' The big problem is that just first arrived," another pris who outwardly disobeyed the sisters) a,. Indeed now being 

refugees who ,committed "se as in the U.S., gay men and oner wrote us, "they were Im restriction were locked up In treated Just as this same class 

rious crimes" in Cuba. To find lesbians In Cuba are often mediately placed In the kit  the hole and In the prison hos of poor people In the U.S.A . 

out who they are, the Immi harassed by the police, and chen jobs in the dining room pltal. . .. Many of them are are being treated, and In most 

gration and Naturalization then arrested and convicted areas, to work for free, and to scattered throughout the prls- cases, wo,.el"O 

Sepice (INS-La Migra) inter

viewed the Cubans, converted 

their statements into awrltten 

English-language affidavit 

and then' asked them to sign 

it. The affidavits were not read 
 Trials of P-ontiac Brothers Begin
back to the refugees In Span

ish. 


As a result of this proce CHICAGO-On September 
 them. In addition, court offi 

dure, the INS has put over 15, more than two years after 
 cials have been telling pro

2,000 Cubans in federal pris the prisoner uprising at 1111 spective jurors -not to answer 

ons ail over the country, and nois's Pontiac prison, the 
 questions too freely-that Is, 

'is now beginning to hold trials of 16 prisoners began not to let their prejudices be 

expulsion hearings, where here. The Pontiac case is the 
 discovered. On October 3, one 

their fate will be decided. So largest death-penalty trial in 
 defendant was thrown out of 

far, 393 hearings have been the U.S. in over 60 years. All 
 the courtroom when defend

completep, and In only five 16 capital defendants are 
 'ants and their lawyers pro

cases has a Cuban beat La Black. 
 tested Judge Miller's refusal 

Mlgra and won the right to 
 . to let a. prospective JurorThe Pontiac rebellion 'was 

stay in the U.S. 
 testify about this Illegaltouched off on July 22, 1978.,. coachintJ. The other nine PonDespite the U.S" govern by extreme heat, overcrowd tiac prisoners then walked outment's propaganda about the ing, and other rotten co~dl 'in solidarity. .lack of freedom in Cuba, it is tions. Millions of dollars of 

After three weeks, only fouraccepting, at face value most damage was done, and three 

Cuban criminal convictions. 
 jurora have been chosen. Aguards were killed. 

Some of those In prison are 
 total of 12 jurors and six alter

After the rebellion, the state nates are to be picked.guilty of regulatory crimes, 
of IllinoiS iaunched a hugesuch as killing your own cow In a late development, fami

without government permis and expensive Investigation. lies of guards killed In the 

Its purpose was to murder
sion. were threatened - with the remaining 16, 10 are now on rebellion have announced that 

prisoners the keepers didn't
One prisoner wound up death penalty. Eventually 17 trial and the remalnlng six are they . are suing the stllte, 


in Atlanta penitentiary be prisoners were charged with to be Wed afterward. charging that It was responsi
like. 


cause he admitted to rape. The state used intimidation being involved In killing the The ,trial of the 10 Is now In ble for the deaths. While the 

Defense lawyers found, on and bribery to construct its guards. Fourteen other pris the jury selection phase. families do not support the 

questioning him, that he had case. All its witnesses were oners were indicted on lesser Judge Ben Miller Is not aUow Pontiac defendants, their suIt 

been arrested when he was 14 interviewed under the pres charges. One of the 17,An. ing defense lawyers to ques may help expose the rotten 

for running away to five with sure of a deadlock that kept all gelo Robinson" has since tion prospective jurors. He is conditions that made a rebel

his girlfriend. prisoners in their cells. Many turned state's evidence: Of the asking their .questlons for lion Inevitable. 0 
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No to PNP! No-to JLP! 
B'IWILI..I 

Despite con RML Statement on Jamaican Elections 
The article below is an abridged 

version of a statement by the Revolu
tionary Marxist League of Jamaica 
(RML) on the elections being held in 
that country on October 30. The RML 
is the sister ot:ganization of the RSL. 
The full text appears as a supplement 
to the September 27 issue of FOR
WARD, newspaper of the RML. 

-'Jamaica's General Elections are due 
in O~tober. The capitalist politicians 
of both the People's National Party 
(PNP) and the Jamaica Labour Party 
(JLP) would like the working masses 
to believe that the outcome of thasa 
elections is crucial to solving the 
grave crisis now facing the country. 
They want the masses to believe that a 
choice between Michael Manley's 

"liberal capitalist, supposedly "demo
cratic socialist," PNP and Edward 
Seaga's viciously anti-communist, 
pro-U.S. and hard-line right-wing JLP 
has something to do with stopping the 
massive unemployment and short
ages, rising prices, political' violence, 
state repression and other exfreme 
hardships 1tlat we are facing now." 

But nothing don't go so. A vote In 
the coming elections for either 'the 
PNP otihe JLP will solve nothiJlgfor 
the working people of Jamaica! Both 
these capitalist parties bear responsi
bility for the present severe crisis of 
the Jamaican econo'my. Both are 
responsible for the terrible, suffering 
which this has meant for the coun
try's oppressed masses. Whichever of 
them wins the coming elections, the 
working people are gOing to be ex
ploited and attacked even more as the 
local and foreign capitalists try to 
make us pay for their crisis. 

The immediate ch9fce facing the 
Jamaican working crass, therefore, is 
not which party to vote for-PNP or 
JLP. It is a choice between more 
capitalist explOitation whichever party 
f~rms the next government or revolu
tionary struggle against the capital
ists, leading to socialist revolution 
and ~ the destruction of capitalist 
bondage and oppression. Why do we 
$Sy this? 

To understand why we say this it is 
necessary to look carefully at how the, 
working people have made out under 
both PNP and JLP governments. It is 
also· necessary to look at both parties' 
programmes and policies and what 
they will mean for ttle masses in the 
future. 

Misery, corruption and 
repression under JLP 

In 1972 the working and oppressed 
Jamaican masses booted out the JLP 
government of Hugh Shearer. The 
masses were fed up with the misery, 
corruption and harsh repression they 

were regular victims of these atroci
ties. 

• AI! radical ideas and activities 
were brutally suppressed. Black radi
cals like Walter Rodney and Stokely 
Carmichael were banned from the 
country. Similarly, Black literature. 

• Government officials shamelessly 
lined their' pockets out of public 
funds. Remember how JLP govern
Ment personnel robbed up the money 
that was supposed to build schools 
for poor people's children? 

• A tiny'clique of local and foreign 
capitalists owned and controlled the 
limd, bauxite, hotels and other ra-, 
sources of the country. Thus, by the 

' 

other forms of Industrial action. 
But at no time under the present 

PNP government has the capitalist 
exploitation of the working people of 
Jamaica been more brutal than since 
1977 when the PNP signed a loan 
agreement with the International Mon
etary 'Fund (IMF). Under that agree
ment the PNP launched a vicious wave 
of attacks on working people's living 
standards. This wave of attacks in
cluded a limit on wage increases, a 
guaranteed 20 percent rate of profit for 
the capitalists, cuts in spending on 
social programmes and public ser
vices that benefit the masses, and 
cuts in imports of food and other basic 

late 1960s more than half of all 
economiC activity In' Jamaica. was 
owned by foreign-especially U.S.
interests. At the same time, 300 Indi
viduals owned approximately 680,000 
acres of farmland-an average of 
2,300 acres each. Meanwhile, some 
150,000' people, who made up three
quarters of all the country's farmers, 
owned farms of less than five acres 
per person. .~ 

• Pol1tically, the country played the 
role of a lackey of U.S. imperialism .. A 
notable feature of this relationship 
was the 1963 U.S.-Jamaica Defence 
Treaty. Under this treaty, the U.S. 
supplied the Jamaican police force 
with equipment. More importantly, 
however, the U.S. was also empow
ered to Intervene militarily in Jamaica. 

Dressed-up capitalism 
under PNP 

In 1972 the oppressed masses voted 
in the PNP because it promised a 
change for the Ibetter. 'Instead, they 
got the same old oppressive capltal
Ism .dressed up with a few reforms 

'(Iandlease, crash programme, mlnl
experienced under that regime. Under "mum wage, etc.), a foreign policy 
the rule of that reactionary govern- slightly independent of the U.S. and a 
ment: socialist tag. They got the brutal 

• One out of every four working Green Bay Massacre, directly engln
people were unemployed. eere4bythe PNP's state forces. They 

• One-:half of the population was 11- also got repressive laws like the Gun 
!Iterate. Court Act, Suppression of Crime Act 

e Police brutality was widespread and the Labour Relations and Indus
and the hUman rights of the masses trial Disputes Act which, in part, limits 
were ruthlessly trampled. Rastafarians workers' rights to stage strikes and 
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items. Today, after eight and a half 
long years of PNP rule, the conditions 
of Jamaica's working, people are not 
much different from what they were 
under the JLP: 

·300,000 people, or one out of every 
three working people, are now un,em
ployed. Sixty-five percent of thesa are 
youths aged 14-19. Moreover, the 
number of unemployed people is 
going up every day as more and more 
workers are made jobless through 
layoffs and 'redundancies. 

RSL FORUMS 

JamaiCa in Crisis 
Speaker: William Falk 

Plus: Slideshow from the '. 
Revolutionary Marxist League 

,_ DETROIT 
Sunday, October 19,3 p.m. 


Highland Park YWCA 

13130 Woodward Ave. 


For info, call (313) 921-8398 


CHICAGO 
Saturday, October 25,7:30 p.m. 


160 N. Halsted 

For info, call (312) 226-~915 


Newspaper of the RML. For three

month introductory sub, send $1 

to: Box 1288, New York, NY 10116. 


• Many basic items are very scarce. 
Prices of essential goods like corn
meal, milk and soap powder keep 
going up and up. As a result, during 
the last two years workers', buying 
power has been cut almost In half. 

o Poor people In the ghettoes and 
parts of the countryside are being reg
ularly butchered by PNP/JLP terror
ists. 

• Under cover of the Suppression of 
Crime Act, members of the army are 
torturing and brutalizing working class 
youths, including many who support 
the PNP. t 

PN P continues 
IMF/capital~ programme 

";1J/ 

Although the oppressed masses 
have forced the PNP to break off with 
the IMF since March this year, the 
PNP is keeping up the same IMFI 
capitalist attacks against the masses 
even without the IMF. So, for exam
ple, the wage guldelln'es are still 
effective and the !,l uarantee of a 20 
percent rate of profit remains. 

If thePNP is returned fora third 
term in office, the working people will 
have It even harder than they are 
having It now. Furthermore, It will not 
take long for are-elected PNP govern
ment to be9A!0suppressing militant 
workers and revolutionaries, such as 
RML members, who oppose Its efforts 
to try and soive the Jamaican capital
ist crisis at working. people's expense. 

PNP supporters who disbelieve this 
must think back to how O.K. Duncan, 
one of the foremost middle class 
radicals in the PNP, was pushed out of 
the government In 19n In order to 
pacify the right wing In the party. This 
shows clearly that the PNP will not 
hesitate to crush revolutionary organi
zing by thernasses and genuinely 
communist forces as soon as they feel 
sufficiently threatened by this. 

A yote for the PNP In the coming 
elections Is, therefore, most definitely 
nqt In the Interests of the we. 'dng 
people or the left in this country. 

The JLP 
is. no alternative 

But the JLP Is no alternative. The 
only "S9Iutlon" to, the present eco
nomic crisis which the JLP has to 
offer is to sell out the country to the 
U.S. Imperialists, lock, stock and 
barrel. This is what Seagameans 
when he talks about "the Puerto Rican 
Model." 

In practice W'I'Iat this involves Is that 
the JLP would try and attract -U.S. 
companies, to Invest In. Jamaica 
through low or non-exlstent taxes, 
special pro-business regulations, free
dom to take all profits out of the 
country,. government-sponsored anti 
communist witch-hunting, govern
,ment-enforced low wages and quick 
suppression of strikes and other forms 
of workers' struggles. 

This economic strategy has been 
tried before by both PNP and JLP ad
ministrations during the 'SOs and '60s. 
At that time it was called "Industria/
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Is the Recession Over? 

By WILLIAM FALK can't be trusted is that some 


of them were produced by sta

Despite continued high un tistical flukes. The head of the 


employment and near double Bureau of Labor Statistics in 

digit inflation, a series of . New York, for example, admitlIce. 
economic statistics showed ted that the main reason the :orn
improvement early this fall, state's i9bless rate dropped in 

~eep causing some Carter admin August was that young people Iring istration officials to proclaim left the workforce, either beying that the recession is over. But cause they went back toalf. most economists have their school or because they moved 
and doubts. The signs are that the into the Labor Department's 
reg current recovery will probably category of "discouraged
rror not be very strong, last very workers." 

long, or bring relief to the A second reason the statis
n of people hardest hit by the re tics are deceptive Is that other 
are cession. Important signs of economic

lass THE MAIN basis for the recovery are not present. The 
port claim that a recovery is under layoff rate for September, 


way Is that the Commerce which would be expected to 

Department's Index of leading drop together with unemploy

economic iridlcators climbed ment, did not. While housing 

three months In a row: up one construction starts Improved been only a tiny Increase in slon. The Fed feels that a model yeef, people looking for 

percent In June, 3.7 percent In over the summer,.--construc total personal Incomes and no greater slowdown In the aeon werk In lower-paying Indus
me 
July and 1.9 percent in Au tlon as a whole dropped Increase In real (after Infla- omy Is needed to make any tries have not found the num
gust. (The August figures Slightly, largely beqause of a. tlon) Incomes for workers and significant progress tIQIIlnst ber of Jobs Increasing.

)Ses were the latest available at halt In large government most middle, class people. Inflation," commented John The week after the chief 
with press time.) building projects. Similarly, This type of recovery, based Paulus, an economist at the Commerce Department econ< 

the Meanwhile, various devel~ orders by manufacturers for on renewed Increases In debt, Investment firm Goldman, omist declared the receaslon 
MFI opments seem to confirm the raw. materials and machln8J:Y Is .not what the capitalists sachs and Company. over, more than 26,200 people 
;ses view that the economy Is on have continued to drop, while want. As we,dlscussed In our The effect of the Federal lined up to apply for 75 entry 
:arn the upswing. Industrial output non-'defense orders' for capi article at the beginning of the Reserve's actions has been a level Jobs at the Social Se
still rose In August for the first tal goods went down a whop recession ("Recession Ar-· credit squeeze that, while only curity Administration In Balti 
I 20 time since last January. Auto ping six perCent In August. rlvesj Depression on the a pale Imitation of the one last more. In September, the un

production, housing starts, THE REASON the slgne of Way?," Torch/La.. Antorcha, spring, will probably be employment rate for wtlltes 
hird retail sales and factory orders Improvement are so spotty Is April 15, 1980), the capitalists enough to stop the Incipient dropped to 6.5 percent from 
will have all Increased In recent that the limited recovery began to look forward to the recovery. August's 6.8 percent, but the 
are months. which has taken· place has receaslon In the hope that It In addition, the U.S. econ unemployment rate for Blacks 
no! At the same time, the been the result of an Increase would squeeze some debt out omy Is being hit by a power Increa~rom 13.6 percent to 

ern official unemployment rate in consumer spending based of the economy, and thereby ful blow from abroad. JapJl.n's 14.2 percent. 
tant decreased, from 7.8 percent in on credit. Thla,is probably the help cure Inflation. growth has slowe!i to 2.5 Meanwhile In August, the 
, as July to 7.6 percent In August, main reason the recovery BUT THIS Isn't what hap- percent a year, while most of inflation rate for food grew at 
'orts down to 7.5 percent In Sep won't last. The recession be pened. By mid-September It Europe Is now sliding Into re an annual rate of 32 percept, 
.ital tember. In addition, the aver gan with a credit squeeze, was clear that If the debt- cession. (The only exception raising the expected 1980 In
nse. age workweek for factory symbolized by a twentleth based recovery continued, In- to this Is also negatlve-Brl  flation rate to double digits. 
this workers Increased from 35.4 century peak of 20 percent for Ilation would soon move taln, which has been in a de Last spring, before the effects 
can, hours In August to 39.5 hours the prime interest rate. After above 10 percent and head pression for months.) To of this summer's dought were 
lass In September. /" that, interest rates began to toward the record levels of gether these countries buy figured In, food price Inflation 
Jt of But the truth' Is truit this drop and FederarReserve last year, alarming much of over 40 percent of all exported for 1981was expect~ to be 15 
r to impressive array of statistics imposed credit restrictions the capitalist class. U.S. products, but now, given percent and now will surely be 
This covers up more than it re were allowed to lapse. Home I", response, the Federal their own economiC problems, hlahAr. 
not veals. ''What the leading Indi mortgages became cheaper Reserve Board began to force orders can be expected to CONTINUED high and rising 

lani catQlS do not say to me is that and easier to get, banks re banks to tighten credit. By the drop, drastically. The effect prices, continued unemploy
nely we are moving Into a recovery sumed offering con'sumer cre beginning of this month, the from this will be felt through ment~ continued expensive 
feel period," the chief economist dit like MasterCard and Visa, prime Interest rate was 14 out the U.S. economy. and hard to get credit-this Is 

at the Philadelphia National and all types of other loans percent-hl.g~than In Octo- DESPITE the small upturn, what to expect in the coming 
~Ing Bank 10ld the New York such as auto financing-be ber 1979 anG up from an the overall shape of the econ months. The economic recov
lteiy Times. "what they do say Is came less e~penslve. Thus, August low.of 10.5 percent., omy remains unchanged. For ery of this fall has been made 
gng they confirm that we had a over the last several months ''We've got these recent In- Instance, while a number of up of one credit bubble and 
'. number of plus indicators in . there has been a large in creases In Interest rates be- laid-off autoworkers have re one president anxious for 

August." crease in consumer spend cause the. Fed Is disappOinted cently been called back to be good economic. news, but very 
One reason the numbers ing, even though there has by the shortness of the reces- gin production for the. new little else. 0.. 

The iza1ion by invitation." It failed miser reactionary programme. tlonary socialism. .,. As revohitlonary Marxists we of the 
eco ably to provide any form of economic But we don't vote In elections where RML call on the working and opThe working and OPprliised Jamai
$ to developmellt for Jamaica though many there is no party that defends flur pressed Jamaican people to build acan masses must break' from both
, the imperialist corporations made mil  Interests to vote for. Nor do we have revolutionary struggle against the capbosses' partles-PNP and JLP. 
and lions of dollars of profits out of It.,. any illusions~about changing capital- italists. A struggle to beat back the 

Working people must not vote for 
~ns So, for example,between 1956-68, Ism or stopping· right-wing coups by layoffs, redundancies and other capl

either thePNP or the JLP In theican the companies attracted to Jamaica voting.ln this we are totally different talist attacks by Hfctory occupations, 
coming election.s. T9 vote for either ofunder this industrlaflzation pro from the Stalinist Workers' Party of . strikes and other forms of working
these parties Is to gIve approval to thethat gramme created 13,000 new jobs. Jamaica (WPJ) and like-minded Jac class action. A struggle to defeat
~pltalists' stepped-up explOitation ofU.S. Meanwhile, during the same period, maican left organizations which are PNP/JLP terrorist attacks,the brutal-·
us in the coming period.lalca there were 100,000 new workers telling working people to support the ity of the army and police and any 

lXes, looking for Jobs! If a lot of working people refuse to PNP in the coming elections. Hils Is a right-wing coup attempt through the 
free- If tried again in Jamaica, in any vote In the coming elections this will thoroughly rotten and counter-revolu- organization of armed workers' and 

the form, the only thing that "the Puerto be a clear sign of rejection of' the tionary position which encourages the community defence guards every
antl Rican Model" will achieve, as usual, is capitalist politics which both the PNP working people to let down their guard where throughout Jamaica. Most of 
IE!rn the improverishment and imperialist and JLP defend. and rely on one group of their class ali, a struggle to build a revolutionary 
luick enslavement of the .working and op This does not 'mean that we refuse enemies, namely, the PNP GapJtaIJsU.. communist workers' party. That Is, a 
)rrns pressed Jamaican masses. This is the to. have anything to do with capitalist It is a position which weakens the party that can lead the working and 

"alternative" being offered to the elections on principle. Revolutionary working class in the face of the capi- oppressed 'masses in successfully 
been working and poor masses of Jamaica Marxists will partiCipate in capitalist talists of both the PNP and JLP and overthrowing the capitalists and im
'ad by the JLP. elections in order to expose the paves the way for a rlghtis't coup such periallsts and taking control of the 
'605. Working poopIe must firmly rejeci workings of the capitalist system and as occurred in Chile in September economy and the entire SOCiety into 
trial- the JLP and its pro-imperialist and propagandize and organize for revolu- 1973. their own hands. 0 . 
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Thousands apply for 75 government Jobs In Baltimore, September 15, 1980. 
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After 
on strH 

his co-workers from voting on Los Ar 

Jearl Wood. 

motions to push the UAW into facturel 
an active defense campaign. dies G, 

On September 25, co-work (ILG) hi 

I 
ers from three production de to win I 

partments joined Wood and union's 
members of his family at the 

Drop the Charges A inst 
had bee 

preliminary hearing. Cecil and the 
surprisEHarrell, who was already well 

III follower 
played a remarkable memory 

Jearl 'Lucky' W enough to drive a car, dis
Nation. 

for details about the August Board (!Wood wrote a letter to theTrim office lor 30 more min·FORD cmcAGO ASSEM· that the22 shooting. He even de·Local 551 Executive Board on utes, waiting for my commitBlY PlANT-Brother Jearl nomic 
~lucJ(y" Wood is the victim of 

scribed where the bullet went
teeman. Still, nobody ever September 7. He said the unfair 1<after it hit him! But somehowunion's lack of action on theshowed up."a racist management set-up union hhe couldn't recall if Wood wasshop floor set him up to takeWood gave himself up vol·here. Wood, a Black assem ongoing 

blet' with less than four years' untarily on the night of the the rap on the night of the 
with no 

seniority, struck back against shooting. Wood stated:shooting. Despite this, the for the s"Hopefully, this incident Correction: The lettersecond judge he had to gocompany harassment on Au chance c
before made Wood stay in jail should gel the union more or· "Autoworker Shoots Racistgust 22.. He shot and wounded or even 

the notorious Cecil Harrell, a until $500 cash (on $5,000 ganized and get the workers Foreman," which appeared on 
jobs of 

bond) was put together. Wood logether when they'll start pageJWo of the September 15wtme QI!III!ICII foreman. The strikers.
faces charges of "aggravated representing the people who October 14, 1980, issue of the 


after' Iiam:!II railroaded Wood 

shooting came a few minutes 

assault." pay their union dues. This Torch/La Antorcha, contained 

out of the plant on the 
 issue would never have hap· a serious error in the last 

strength of a phony Breath pened If I had been repre· sentence of the 	 first para Test c 
sented properly." A thousand graph. The sentence read:alyzer tesl, without a proper UAW tries to strengcopies of this letter circulat~lL "Angry from all this abuse,hearing and without union 

stall the struggle in the plant during the weeK Wood came back the next 
The GI' 

represetRation, 
before the September union night and shot HarrelL" What, 

of the lor
Ford had pushed Wood 

Co-workers have or meeting. His letter helped in fact, happened was thatbeenaround onetime too many. As 
tant strikganizing rank and file support draw co-workers into the Wood shot Harrell the samea rank and file. leaflet stated, 
the Los!from the jump. But at each struggle. 	 night he was abused and dis"On Aug.. 22. FOrd ~ped 
dustry. It1IIMt they sowed.ft step, they have run up against Under rank and file pres ciplined. We apologize to 
La Antolack of interest from most sure, Local 551 wrote a griev Torch/La Antorcha readers 
monthsac 

Wood described the final 
union officials of Unitea Auto ance protesting Brother and to Jearl Wood for this 

this way: "On August 22 I was Workers (UAW) local 551. For Wood's discharge. But at the mistake.. 
provocafion from Cecil Harrell 

strength' 
layer ofloki to be pat back on the 	 example, a representative same time, President Byron 
garment IbI3b Ii.. jab. I had difficulty group of workers from all pro Cooper could have helped turn 


with the jail. ThiS brought me man. I waited there an hour, duction departments met with out many more co-workers to upset at the harassment ear
 side, ane 
faltering cinto C:onIIic:t with Cecil Har-' but no committeeman came. I the union vice-president on the September 21 general lier the same day. 


reli. He ....been riding me for came back to nfy work area. August 25, the first working membership meeting. (Local The preliminary hearing 
 to win at G 
the past Il1o years. He over· Cecil Harrell cursed me and day after the shooting. He 551 reC;.J;res a higher quorum co~i.nl'es on Friday, October knocked ( 

. altogetherrude 'An:hie!' my immediate sent me back up to the Trim said .the UAW couldn't do -100-than many Chicago 17;~~:30 a.m. Show support 
foreman. and took .matters office. H~ said to me, 'You anythirig for Wood. Wood is a area UAW locals.) Instead, a for Wood and be there with the Glydor 
into his _ hands that day. I can't stay. down here! Take UAW member,but this union. large number of elected union him at: Branch48,155W. 51st or Black, 
have wifnesMs fo the facts. your Black ass up 10 the Trim leader didn't think his struggle officials failed to attend the Street. Free JJlarl "Lucky" the econor 
He sent me to Trim office, and office!!' Atter this, I did not for justice is respectable meeting. The resulting lack of Wood! Drop the charges! Put strike bare 
I asked for my comml.ttee- argue with him. I went back to enough l a quorum prevented Wood and Ford on trial! C vival need 

consciousl 
thing more 
fight for SE 

assertion a 
mented WOIkeep the workers' response to the economic crisislABOR IN STRU"lE of the Ilimited to voting President Jimmy Carter back 
against a (the hospital administration impJemented a into office. They are determined to avoid any 
they foughtschedule which forced them to work five out ofNurses wildcat in NY 	 action-such as a jobs march-which might 
mllJtancy Eevery six weekends. The Stein family, which focus workers' attention on Carter's anti-working

Nurses in the New York City area are taking owns the hospital, is refUSing to negotiate which keptclass poliCies and cost him the election. Once themilitant action to defend their jobs and living seriously with th~n. Meanwhile, assistant even atter tIelections are over. they may try to pressure the
standanls. On October 10, registered nurses in administrator Jules Stein patrols the abandonedwinner into g~anting jobs programs by organizingthe City's 16 municipal hospitals began_a wildcat hospital-carrying a pistol and threatening the became cle or threatening to organize a jobs march.strike in defiance of a court order and their own strikers. The nurses are organizing a support rally would fail. 
union leaders to enforce demands tor a new for their strike on October 25. Further information The Glyd, 
contract. TIle strike has been particularly about the strike and the rally can be obtained by turning pair
effecthleat the city's larger hospitals. For c;:alling (516) 264-9702. 	 NIPSCO strikers Los AngelE
instance. on October 12, almost aI/ the nurses in organizing dface unionbustingth9 Lincoln and North Central hospitals In the Iy at smalls 
Bronxjoined the walkout, while only eight of 100 labor tops talk jobs march machine qpOver 600 people attended a rally in Hammond,
nurseS rePorted for the day shift at Manhattan's its Peak atGIIndiana, for workers on strike against the
Bellevue Hospital. 	 On October 1, the convention of the Illinois ILG Is In rNorth~ Indiana PrIblic Service CompanyThe 5,500 registered nurses employed at city state 'American Federation of Labor-Congress of organizing sl(NIPSCO) on September 25. Some 4,200 NIPSCOhospitals have been working since June 30 Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) called on plagued wl1~ofkers have been on strike for a new coo tractwithout a contract. They are demanding a AF~-CIO President lane Kirkland to organize a factionalismsince June 10. They include 3,200 production2O-pen:ent pay raise over tYo!C? years, wage parity National March for Jobs in Washinllton, D.C., tlon. Its blworkers represented by United Steelworkers ofwith better-paid nurses in private hospitals and sometime next year. A day or two earlier the campaign ha~
imprqvements in working conditions. After the Minnesota state AFL-CIO issued a similar call ~~r~~~:i~U~~~l'L~~~11s~~~nd 1,000 clerical ended and, slwildcat began, Mayor Edward Koch and the New ,during its September 28-30 convention. This strike, much lIn negotiations over a new contract, NJPSCO isYork State Nurses Association, which represents marks the first time that any leadership body' 

been concentldemanding aseries of takeaways. It wants tothe strikers, agreed to emergency arbitration for a within the AFL-CIO has supported such a march 
off decertifleliminate the workers' cost-of-livi.ng adjustmentnew contract in an effort to end the strike. Katie although the Coalition of Black Trade Unionists' 
Three recent s(COLA), and reduce pension and medicalWash.ing1on, one of the strike leaders, responded District 31 of the United Steelworkers union and 
unionized pieinsurancebenefits. It is also demanding that 
ended in defel

by telling reporters, ''The union said we couldn" some local trade union leaders called for on~ 
earlier this year. 	 workers give up the plantwideseniorlty 

provIsions won in previous contracts. To
go out in the firSt place. We're not coming back 

the shops to IInow." However, reports from the hospitals as we . A march on Washington could play an 
un'lon strategy,coordinate its'campaign, the company ha$ hiredgo to press indicate the union has COOvillc!i!dQr .Important role in building a militant workers' 
Ing to a dlflconsultants from the union-busting law firm of 
garment worke 

forced nurses to return to work. 	 response to the effects of the '8cesSion. But at 
Seyfarther, Shaw, Fairweather and Gera/dson 


nurses at the Brunswick General Hospital have actually committed itself to organizing one. 

In Amityville, Long Island, 83 q,f 199 registered thiS pOint. the AFL-CIO leadership has not 

male cutters w 
Corporation in its lOSing effort to defeat the 
This is the same firm employed by the Tennec~ 

more than thbeen on strike for union recognition since July in fact the labor bureaucracy is playing political 
USWA's organizing drive at the Newport News chine operatol 
Vrrglnla, shipyards last year. . 

11. The nurses voted to affiliate with the Inter· games With the workers' need for jobs. It is . 
this cutters' Clinational Brotherhood of 1eamsters last April after composed of pro-capitalist officials who want to 
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After more than six months 
C~ st~ike against Glydons, a 
Los Angeles gar;nent man u
facturer, the International La
dies Garment Workers Union 
(lLG) has given up its efforts 
'to win union recognition. The 
union's support for the strike 
had been dwindling since May 
and the final outcome was no 
surprise. The ILG decision 
followed a ruling by the 
National Labor Relations 
Board (NLRB) in late August 
that the stri ke concerned eco
nomic issues only and not 
unfair labor practices, as the 
union had claimed. Without 
ongoing strike activity, and 
with no remaining legal basis 
for the strike, the ILG had no 
chance of winning a contract 
or even of getting back the 
jobs of the 150 Glydons 
strikers, 

Test of' 
strength 

The Glydons strike was one 
of the longest and most mili 
tant strikes In the history of 
the Los Angeles garment In
dustry. It was, as the Torch! 
La Antorcha described it 
months ago, a decisive test of 
strength between a united 
layer of medium and small 
garment bosses on the one 
side, and the ILG, whose 
faltering organizing drive had 
to win at Glydons or risk being 
knocked out of the industry' 
altogether, on· the other. TQ", 
the Glydons strikers-all latin 
or Black, ,nearly a/l· women~ 
the economic demands of the 
strike barely covered their sur
vival needs. ~any of them 
consciously saw it as some
thing mgre. To them, It was a 
fight wr self-respect, for the 

. assertion of power by undocu
mented workers, for a defense 
of the union movement 
against a direct attack. And 
they fought the strike with a 
militancy and determination 
which kept the struggle alive 
even after the ILG had all but 
abandoned It, even after it 
became clear· that the efforf 
would fall. 

The Glydons strike was a 

turning point for the ILG in 

Los Angeles. Its two-year 

organizing drive, aimed most

ly at small shops and women 

machine operators, reached 

Its peak.atGlydons. Today the 

ILG is In retreat. Its local 

organizIng staff is. In disarray, 

plagued with reSignations, 

factionalism and demoraliza

tion. Its broad organizing 

campaign has been effectively 


'ended and, since the Glydons 
strike, much union energy has 
been concentrated on fighting 
off decertification drives. 
Three recent strikes in already 
unionized pleating shops all 
ended in defeat and a los!! of 
the shops to the union. A new 
union strategy calls for orient
ing to a different layer of 
garment workers-the mo&tly
male cutters who tend to earn 
more than the women ma
chine operators. But so far 
this cutters' campaign is_ still 

h~" j!!",~ / ,.,,, ~, '41'1 >m: ~ '"' '" "1 f favor the bosses' side and it 
will put up as many obstacles 

. as It can to prevent a workers' ~'! OrQaniziD'g' Dri",e Ends in Defeat ~ 
~ 1 '" ~~, 	 victory. The Glydons strike 

'provides many examples, 
Throughout' the strike the 

fear of an Immigration Service 
raid was ever-present. Th isLessons of the specialized police force, de
signed to separate workers 
into "Iega'" and "illegal," citi 
zen and "alien," categories, 
has been used to break many Glydons Strike strikes before. The Glydons 
boss did in fact callan the 
Mlgra early in the strike to 
arrest known "illegals" on the 
picket line. Because of pres
sure from other bosses to 
avoid big raids during the 1980 
census count, however, the 
Migra held back. But no one 
ever doubted that it was ready 
and could be used whenever 
the state decided. 

The city police and their 
Labor Squad were present 
whenever strike activities t06k 
place. They photographed 
strikers, threatened them with 
the M igra, held picketers il 
legally for "not carrying ID," 
and more. Nearly 50 people 
were arrested during the 
cpurse of the strike, One 
strike leader was arrested four 
times. And during one strike 
support rally at the factory 
gate, police physically at
tacked the crOWd, Injuring two 

largely in the planning stage. 	 small Improvement for one unable to fight? In the middle women strikers. 

small group, of workers. But of a severe economic reces
The Revolutionary Socialist 	 The courts and the NLRB
revolutionaries don't turn their sion, 150 mostly-women garLeague and Its Industrial arm 	 both served the needs of their
backs on It. Instead, revolu ment workers, some ~c!.ocuIn garment, the Revolutionary 	 capitalist masters. One after 
tionaries join in fights for mented Immigrants, manyGarment Committee (Com lie 	 another injunction was issued 
reforms and attempt to build with little educaton or formalRevolucionarlo de la Costura 	 by the courts limiting the
them into militant class con job skills, all said: Enough!.-CRC) were deeply Involved 	 nUJTlberof picketers and limit 
frontations while pointing out They fought heroically for sixIn the Glydons.. strike from the 	 lng, how. close to the factory
that to really win lasting months against the Glydonsbeginning. RSL supporters 	 they could stand. A fter three 
gains, the struggle must not boss, against their own conwere working at Glydons dur	 months, the strikers were 
stop at this or that reform. It servative union leaders,Ing the initial organizing drive 	 being forced to remain 1,000 
must grow over Into a revolu against all the combinedaod helped lead that drive to 	 feet away from the gate, This 
tionary fight for workers' threats of the police, Mlgraan election victory for' the 	 made picket lines or, support 
power. 	 (the Immigration and Naturali union In December. When the 	 rallies virtually Impossible to 

Revolutionaries work Inside zation Service) and NLRB.strike began In February, RSL 	 carry out. And the NLRB? 
strike struggles to win the And thoug h the strike failed toand CRC supporters took on 	 After invalidating the union 
strike. But more than that, win, In no way can the releadership roles both Inside' 	 election which favored the 
they are trying to win the most sponsibility be placed onthe Or{lanizlng Committee and union by 149-10, the NLRB sat 

from the outside, with wide- advanced workers to see the them. on the case for over six 
spread strike support actlvl- need for socialist revoh.ltion months while the strike gra
ties-plant-gate rallies, m~ and the need for a ;evolutlon dually lost strength. When 
pickets, informational leaf- ary part~ to lead It. That Is Role of there were no more militant 
leting and speaking . engage- what gUided ,RSLlCRC sup protests or media coverage tothe statements, media coverage and porters In their Glydons strike embarrass them, the NLRB 
fundraising. actiVities. Those who went quietly ruled the strike IIlel/al 

As Glydons workers and In!o the struggle ,already com A second question Is the and gave Glydons the win. 
revolutionaries In the garment 	 mltted to revolution learnl'ld a role of the state. Elements of A third question Is the role 
industry, ~SL/CRC support-	 gn:at deal a~outt day-to-day the state Include the' pOlice, 

of the existing union leader
ers had a responsibility to the 	 union organizlOg and strikes. the courts, the NLRB, and the 

ship. Throughout the strike,
strike beyond that of critical 	 So~e of.th.ose.w~o began the Migra. And despite whatever It 

ILG leaders (from the In-.
observers. They had. to jump 	 stnke with.a IIrlllted political may say, the state Is not plant organizer to top bureau
in with both feet. They had to 	 understanding emerged mor~ . neutrst. In this society, the crats) played a conservative 
do everything possible to' prepared to lead workers state belongs to the bosses 

role. They wanted to win the 
make the strike win. 	 struggles in the future. That is anp serves their interests. In a 

But to the RSLlCRC the how revolutionary leadership st~ke struggle, this state will (Continued on page 17) 
strike and the support 'work and its partY" Is built-inside 
had a broader goal. It was the struggles of the working 
absolutely necessary to or- class. 

,gantze at CJlydons, to win a Besides this fundamental 
contract, to defeat the bosses' leSion of revolutionary union 
union-busting attacks: Free- organizing, several other im_ 
dom, self-respect, and politi- portant political questions 
cal power for garment workers were raised, and answered, by 
will only come about by the strike. 
bul/ding unity, strengtl\ening One is the question of 
workers' organizations and organizing among the most 
raising the consciousness of oppressed layers of the work
workers in struggle to see the ing class, in this case Latin 
need for revolutionary change. and Black women in garment. 

A strike struggle, when led Can such people be organ

by the present trade union ized? Or will the weight of 

bureaucracy, is essentially a their social oppression keep 

strugg Ie for reform, for one them always on the defensive, Scab going through picket line during seventh week of strike. 
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"Day of Solidarity" demonstration held at Glydons on April 16, 1980. 
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The fOllowing article is an edited 
version of a talk given by Bruce Kala to 
one session of a class series on the 
history of the struggle for Black 
liberation held by the Los Angeles 
branch of the RSL. Slave· Revolts in the U.~ 

The first appearance of Black slavery 
in what is now the U.S. was in the 
summer of 1526, in a Spanish settle
ment near the mouth of the Pedee River, The 350-Year Revolutiin what is now South Carolina. The 
settlement included about 500 Span
iards and 100 Black shives. By Decem
ber, the Black slaves had rebelled, Join
Ing. forces with the Native Americans in 
the area and forcing the Spanish 
settlers to flee. 

This was the beginning of the r§lent
less struggle that took place for the 
next 350 years until slavery was finally 
abotished. Herbert Aptheker, a noted 
historian affiliated with the Communist 
Party, collected documented evidence 
of over 250 revolts In this period for his 
Pock, American Negro Slave Revolts, 
from which much of the information In 
this talk was taken. The 250 figure Is a 
conservative estimate, since the slave 
owners often suppressed any mention 
of revolts, fearing their spread. Almost 
all of these Black slave revolts were 
small and often went smashed while 
stili in the planning stage. 

We can understand the difficulties 
faced by the Black slaves by contrasting 
their situation in the U.S. to that of the 
slaves in Haiti, where there was a suc
cessful revolt (see box). In the U.S., 
Black slaves were a minority, making up 
less than one-third of the p·opulation In 
most areas. In addition they were highly 
dispersed-the average slaveholdlng 
was three or four, while a plantation 
having as many as 20 slaves was con~ 
sidered large and the laws required ad
ditional white overseers for any larger 
number. Finally, communication was 
extremely difficult-it was forbidden for 
slaves to learn to read and write, patrols 
operated CO:1staIJtly, enforcing travel 
restrictions, cyrtews, etc. With· the 
partial exception of the last pOint, all 
this was drastically different from the 
situation in Haiti. 

~Conditions 

for revolution 

But even more important than these 
technical obstacles was the political 

. situation. Revolutions can't just be 
made at· any' time-a revolutionary 
situation is necessary. What this means 
is that the revolutionary class must 
have "nothing to lose"; it must be in a 
situation where conditions are no 
lopger bearable and revolution is the 
only way out. For its part, the ruling 
class .must have lost its self-conti
dence, nerve and cohesion..:::n must no 
longer beabl.e to rule. And the whole 
society, including ali the Intermediate 
classes, must be in turmoil. 

The first condition was certainly true 
as a constant factor throughout the 
history of slavery. But, unlike Haiti, 
where the French Revolution of 1789· 
provided the second and third condl
tions, In the U.S. the ruling s.lave 
owners kept their unity, confidence and 
ability to rule Intact and the society was 
not thrown Into turmoil-until the.Clvll 
War. 

Nonetheless, Black slave· revolts 

occurred almost continually. Aptheker 
notes that these tended to happen in 
waves: 1710-22, 1730-40, 1790-1802, 
1819-23, 1829-32 and 1850-60. Wars
with the Native Americans, for Indepen
dence from Britain starting In 1776, in 

~arrlet Tubma,!. 

1812, and the war. against Melcico .In 
1846-all led to waves of revolts, a~ the' 
Black slaves took advantage of the op
-portunltles these provided. And, more 
often than not, Blacks seized on these 
openings to ally with anyone fighting 
the U.S., . . ---...--: 

This was a marked featuranf the war 
for the conquest of Texas, which was 
part of Mexico at the time. Slave 
owners, Intent on capturing the· territory 
for the expansion of slavery, moved Into 
Texas In large numbers with their 
slaves. Whenever the battle IInesap
proached near enough toa plantation, 
the Black slaves revolted and joined the .. 
Mexican forces. Early in the struggle 
over Texas, in· October 1835, bver 100· 
Black slaves ·along the Brazos River 
revolted when a Mexican 'force entered 
the region. 

Also, any democratic ferment in the 
society-the rise of Jeffersohian dem
ocracy, the impact of the French 
RevolutiCVl-alded the possibility of 
slave revolt and increased the number 
of attempts. And In betWeen the 
outbreaks of revolts, resista~ce was 
carried out In other forms: slave~ fought 
back against their masters in tlilnd-to
hand combat, poisoned them, burne.d 
tbe~"great hou~e" and crops·. At other 
times slaves went on strjke-refOslng 
to work, at soine ·crltlcal time for the 
planter, until. some improvement was 
made In their conditions. 

But probably the most common and 
Important form of reslstanQa was flight.. 

Often this would be a completely 
individual act. Sometimes small groups 
of slaves fled, armed themselves and 
hid In the swamps or mountains, 
sometimes for many years. More often, 
especially in the later years, escape was 
to the Northern states or Canada and 
organized. Between 1830 and 1860, 
Aptheker reports, 2,000 slaves a year 
escaped from slavery through the 
efforts of the "Underground Railroad." 

The Underground Railroad was a 
secret, highly organized network of 
anti-slavery forces, Including i1l5ny 
escaped Black slaves, that arranged the 
flight of over 75,000 Blacks Into the 
North or, after 1850, Canada. The most 
famous figure associated with the 
Underground Railroad was Harriet Tub
man, a very courageous and dedicated 
Black woman. When Tubman was 15 
years bid, she risked her own life to 
physically stop her master from captur
ing an escaping fellow slave. She nearly 
died as a result, but her effort was 
successJul. Nine years later she made 

. her own ·escape; She became a "con
ductor" on the Underground Railroad, 
returning to the South to guide groups 

·,of slaves to freedom. Nineteen times 
she returned, bringing hundreds of 
Blacks out of slavery without a single 
loss. There was a price on her head of 
$40,000, but this didn't stop Harriet 
Tubman; she was armed as she did her 
work and swore: ''There are two things 
I've got a right to, and these are death or 
liberty. One or the other I mean to heve. 
No one shall take me back alive." 

1800: Gabriel Prosser 

There will be more to be said about 
this heroic woman later, but now there 
are, three important revolts-or'. -more 
accurately, attempted revolts-that I 
want to describe In some detail. The 
first of these is that led by "General" 
Gabriel Prosser, in 1800, in, Virginia 
near Rit:hmond. Gabriel (known as such 
because Prosser was the name of his 
slavemaster) had been elect"d as the 
leader by a group of slaves. His Wife 
also had an important rolea in leader-' 
ship., The rebels. had made swords, 
bayonets and musket balls. They 
planned to spare Methodists and Quak
ers (who were anti-slavery) and French 
people (because of their association 
with the democratic ideals of the 
Frenah RevalLiti:m' then taking place). 
The rebels hoped to win the support of 
poor whites; they had also planned to 
recruit allies from the Catawba Indians. 
The ~onspiracy was very widespread, 
covenng much of Virginia, with any
where from 2,000-50,000 slaves in
volved. The Immediate target of the 
revolt was to capture Richmond, and 
spread out from there. On the night of 
Augu~t 30, 1800, over 1,,000 slaves 
assembled on a field outSide Rich
mond. They were met by the worst rain 
storm in the' history of Virginia and 

military operations proved Impossible. and, most of all, b 
With the plans revealed, .35 leaders, slave revolution In 
Including Gabriel, were quickly cap in the independe 
tured, tried and executed. Hundreds which helped devel 
more, whether or not they had been skills and providE 
connected to the planned revolt, were planning. 
Iync~d In a wave of terrorism that Active planning 
followed. 1821. Vesey began 

carefu IIy selected t 
particular, no hou 
volved. These slave 1822: Denmark Vesey 
house" and sharin! 
master's table, wer 

The next major attempt at revolt that I a~ Vesey knew 
want to go Into occurred In. 1822 in attempted revolt th! 
Charleston, South Carolina, led by Den by such people. 
mark Vesey. Vesey had been born The Blacks who j 
around 1766 in Africa. He had stayed Vesey came mosl 
briefly in Haiti before the revolution, craftsmen of Char 
where he learned French. In 1800, he Haitian Blacks was 
bought his freedom and became a began collecting n 
carpenter: joining the approximately and hire horses 
1,000 free Blacks In Charleston, ,who plantations. Slave 
were mostly craftsmen of various types. secretly manufacl 
There was also a much larger number of pikes, 200-300 baY4 
slave craftsmen. These had more mobil gers and q uantltle! 
Ity, opportunity for communication and Fuses and powdel 
gr8ilte~ awareness than the field slaves. hidden. Stable boy 
It WaSflrst of all from this group that were asstgnedto C4 
Vesey recruited his adherents. Vesey plans for seizing be 
had been Inspired to plan for a slave guises were prepan 
revolt by the ltPsurge In Jeffersonian Plans for tbe Ins 
Ism, the antl-sraverY debates then going pared in detail. Th4 
on In Congress, the French ReVOlution companies assignee 

.Haiti: The Slave Rebellion Thi 

k revol.t broke- out: 
1791. The French boul TO.,Lfssalnt L'Ouverture. 

In 1789, the FrSn 
colony of San Domin 
island of Hispaniola 
supplied two-thirds 
trade of France and 
individual market fo 
slave trade. It was th 
colony in the world. 
the product of the lat 
lion Black slaves, kel 
the incredibly bruh 
30,000 whites. Most 
were soncentrated on 
plantations of the NOI 
they worked In· 'largE 
the French Revolution 
turning French socie' 
camps, the Black sia, 
lage of t!'le ope/'!Ing. 

its talk about "the RI 
was determlnecfto m~ 

The.Black slaves, led by Toussaint L'Overture, fought the local whites 
army for their freedom. When the masses of ~ari.s pushed th8 revoltJtlol 
most radical point In 1794, slavery was abdhshed and ,the &in',Domlr 
came the most ardent supporters of the revOlUtion. But their fight was 

Spain and then Britain hsd invadsd tile Is/and. The Black armies lee 
defeated each in tum, only to be facsd wilha.newehemy. The French I 
gone backwards, Napoleon Bonaparte was In power,anddet!,;mln 
slavery. In 1802, France invaded the Island. Now it wa~~ warior Indepe 
ssint was captured and imprisoned in France. But Jeal;i""'a~U"'·D~SSa·1 
the leadership of the fight. It took the burning of the wholelslancl'and th 
of every while for ttJe fight of the former slaves to 'flriariy Win In 11 
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supported Brown's plan and was not 
part of the action only because a 
serious illness prevented her. This was 
a serious loss and the plans ran into 
many problems. Still, when the raid was 
launched, 17 slaves from the local area Artist's conceptionth U.S. joined Brown's party and only severalof Nat Turner laying 
serious mistakes in execution and some out plans to his 
bad luck resulted in the capture offollowers. 
Brown's group and the defeat of the 
attempt. 

Now, looking at these various at
tempts, each in isolation, it seems~evolution 
pretty discouraging. We see these 
heroic figures-Gabriel Prosser, Den
mark Vesey, Nat Turner, Harriet Tub
man, and John Brown, too-and they're 
worth knowing about. And we see

led impossible. and, most of all, by the success of the again the importance of international
KI, _35 leaders, slave revolution in Haiti. He was active influences-Haiti and the French Revo
e quickly cap in the independent African Church, -seizing the arsenal, guard house and extinguished and an Inspiration for us lution. And there's the kind of nega
Ited. Hundreds which helped develop his organizational magazine, capturing bridges and key to continue that fight. Then there is the tive lesson of the importance of
they had beer. skills and provided a cover for his intersections, etc. Once the arms had aspect of Internationalism-the role political condffions for a successful 
ed revolt, were planning. been capturea the city was to be played by the slaves of San Domingo revolution. But were these lessons, and 
terrorism that Active planning began in December torched and a general massacre of and the workers and peasants of the benefit of having fought, even if the

1821. Vesey began by recruiting cadre, whites and disloyal Blacks carried out. France, in sparking these rebellions. fight failed, the only gains from these 
carefully selected to ensure secrecy. In All in all, a very good understanding of The other common feature, and this Is struggles? Old they do nothing to biing
particular, no house slaves were In the art of insurrection was shown. The .most Significant, is the high degree of an end to sjiivery?
volved. These slaves, living In the "great idea seems to have been to secure a class consciousness these leaderslesey ,,...
house" and sharing the crumbs off the liberated base in South CarOlina, cen Showed. This was true both In regard 
master's table, were considered unreli tered on Charleston. Plans did not go to Blacks-with Denmark Vesey under

,t at revolt that I able; Vesey knew of more than one beyond this. The date for the insurrec standing the unreliability of the house Resistance 
red in 1822 in attempted revolt that had been betrayed tion was set: July 14, 1822. The attempt slaves-and In regards to whites-with helped end slavery
ina, led by Den by such people. was thwarted when one of the ranks Gabriel Prosser hoping to win the aid of 
ad been born The Blacks who joined with Denmark disregarded orders and tried to enlist a poor whites and Nat Turner sparing the 
He had stayed Vesey came mostly from the slave house slave In the revolt. As Vesey had poor white family. The answer is that as isolated, 
the revo I utton, craftsmen of Charleston; a group of feared, this person betrayed the Blacks I want to mention a couple more brief individual actions, they didn't; if they 
:h. In 1SOO, he Haitian Blacks was also Involved. They and revealed the plans to the authori  examples which are Important because had any effect at all on slavery, It was to 
and became a began collecting money to buy arms ties. The leadership was captured and they show that there werewhltes-revo make the conditions even worse as the 

approxi mately and hire horses to reach outlying tried; 37 were executed between June lutionarles-who fought on the side of slave owners tightened the chains in 
harlestOn, who plantations. Slave blacksmiths 'began 18 and August 9, 1822. Black slaves and helped to organize response. 
f various types. secretly manufacturlng arms: 100 rebellion. But taken as a whole, the slave 
il"ger number of pikes, 200-300 bayonets, 300-400 dag One example Is from June 1853, In revolts had everything to do with the 
lad more mobil  gers and quantities of musket balls. Louisiana. A white teacher named end of slaveQ" ;you can look at the1831: Nat Turner 
munlcation and Fuses and powder were stolen and Dyson was executed along with 20 history of sla\/ef1ln the U.S. as a 350
the field slaves. hidden. Stable boys at public liveries Blacks, Including several free Blacks, year-long revolution against It-a fight 
this group that were assigned to commandeer horses; The fl'hal attempt I want to mention In for organizing a "conspiracy" that that has its ups and downs, Its lulls and 
herents. Vesey plans for seizing boats were la.id. Dls some detail Is that led by Nat Turner In included 100 whlte:ji and 2,500 slaves. fiery upsurges-but It nev,!!r, ever stops. 
Ian for a slave guises were prepared. 1831, in Virginia, near Southampton. Then 6n October;J6, 1859, there was Perhaps It's stretching things to talk 
n Jeffersonian Plans for tpe insurrection were pre This attempt, unlike the other two, did John Brown's raid on Harper's Ferry, In about a 350-year-long revolution, but 
ates then going pared in detail. These involved seven get past the planning stage. Nat Turner Virginia. This was a much more serious the slave revolts-both the organized 
neh Revolution companies assigned to strategic tasks claimed to have visions and had estab- attempt than Is generally credited. rebellions and the other resistance, like 

lished a reputation as a religious leader, Brown's party consisted of 15 whites escape-did playa vital role in finally 

extending to whites to some extent. He and seven Blacks who had worked and ending slavery. 

began organizing for the rebellion only trained with Brown In guerrilla warfare First there. were the economic costs

a tew months before it was to take in Kansas. Brown had studied exten the flight of slaves, attempted rebel

place. The revolt began with six other sively on guerrilla war In Spain and lions and the efforts to suppress them 

slaves join.ing Nat Turner. They started Italy. He had consulted with Frederick were all very expensive. These costs
I Slave Rebellion That Won., at his plimtatlon, slaughtering all the Douglass and other militant abolltlon tipped the balance against slavery In the 

In 1789, the French West Indian whites. Marching toward the county . ists to gain backing for his plans. The Northern states, making It unprofitable, 
colony of San Domingo (Haiti) on the seat,' they executed all the whites idea. was to seize the arms from the and were a constant, weakening drain 
island of Hispaniola in the Caribbean encountered; they were also joined ~arsenal at Harper's Ferry, raise the on the slave owners in the South. 
supplied two-thirds of the overseas the slaves at each stop. sl.aves on the local plantations ana "]:he rebellions and escapes also 
trade of France and was the largest By August 23, Turner's band had retreat into the mountains to use as a inspired the anti-Slavery forces, and 
individual market for the European covered 20 miles, 70 Blacks had joined secure base for protracted warfare provided both moral ammunition and 
slave trade. It was the 'most valuable the rebellion and 57 whites were killed. throughout the South. Harriet Tubman (Continued on page 17) 
colony in the world. Its wealth was were to operate inNat Turner's plans 
the product of the labor of half a mil  this fashion, spreading terror until a 

lion Black slaves, kept enchained by 
 foothold was established for the rebel
the incredibly brutal terrorism of lion. Later they planned to spare women 

of the slaves30,000 whites. Most and children and men who did not 
were concentrated on the huge sugar resist. Even in the initial stage, one 
plantations onhe North Plain, where white family that owned no slaves and 
they worked in large gangs. When was very spared. thepoor was By
the French Revolution began In 1789, morning of the 24th, militia companies
turning French society into warring from' Virginia and North Carolina;
camps, the Black slaves took advan federal troops, including three compa
tage of the opening. nies of artillery, from Fort Monroe; and 

A revolt broke out .-on August 22, detachments of Mari[les from the war
'e :791. The French bourgeoisie, for all ships Warren and Natchez had sur

Its talk about ''the Rights of Miln," rounded Southampton. The rebellious 

was determined to maintain slavery. 
 slaves were massacred in the extremely 

by Toussaint L'Overture, I~ught the local whites and the French one-sided battle that fOllowed. Nat 
~. When the masses 01 ~ans pushed the revolution forward to its Turner himself escaped capture until 
1794, slavery was abohs~ed and the San Domingo Blacks be October 30. He was tried and hanged on 

t supporters of the revolution. But their fight was far from over, November 11, 1831. 
tain had invaded the. Island. The Black armies led by Toussaint I now want to point out some of the 
, only to be laced I'Jlth a~ew enemy. The French Revolution had common points in these revolts. First of 
lpoleon Bonaparte was In. power and determined to restore all, there is the courage and skill of the 
ce invaded the island. Now It was a war for independence. Tous leaders-Gabriel Prosser, Denmark 
Id imprisoned In France. But Jean-Jacques Dessalines took over Vesey and Nat Turner. That such heroes 
fight. It took the burning of the Whole Island and the driving off rose up'out of the fight against slavery,
Ie fight of the formef slaves to finally win in 1804. out of those terrible conditions, is proof 

that the desire for freedom can never be Rebellion In Mlaml,May 1980. 
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(Continued from page 1) 	 of Khuzistan, whose land has prove Hussein's self-serving manner, while the "socialist" days of the shah's rule and isiS orgar 

open, however, the Iranian become the battleground be contentions, Kurdish guerril  leaders of the ru Ii ng party now living in Paris, visited groups in
Iraq in June to confer with

government backed down on tween the two countries. las blew up an oil pipeline that utilize the state apparatus tp forces. 
augment their power and line 	 Iraqi leaders and various Iran To compOctober 1, declaring that the 	 carried Iraqi oil to the Med

iterranean Sea on September 	 their pockets. To divert the ian exiles. At the time, Bakh alignment,straits wou Id be kept opeJi. tiar reportedly said that Iraqi to prove hi: During all this, both the U.S. Iraqis try to 27. Four days later, on Octo' hostility of the oppressed 
Iraqi people, the Baathist 	 leaders had assured him theyber 4, the chief Kurdish liber imperialisrrand Russia announced their justify invasion 	 rulers have often sought to had no designs on Iranian ter act-the alintentions to remain strictly 	 ation organization, the Kurd

ish Democratic Party, 	 mobilize them against exter ritory. Moreover, reports in enemy of L 
Following the invasion, the launched offensive operations nal enemies, irmtJding Iran. the Western press have.'1eutrlll in the conflict. 

the area, t 
While such neutrality masks 	 The Iranian Revolution has claimed that counter-revoluIraqis initially justified their 	 against Iraqi forces. seemed to

tionary Iranian forces havetheir real intentions, both attack on Iran by contending Hussein's claim to be fight made such an approach both 
actually been fighting behindpowers seem committed to that they merely wished to ing for the liberation of the necessary and inviting. The 


keeping their own troops out regain territory that was taken Arab people of Khuzistan is majority of the people of Iraq Iraqi front-line troops since 

Whoof the present' fighting, pre away from them or is "right equally false. While there is are members of the Shi'a the invasion of Iran. 

ferring to exploit the situation fu Ily" theirs. This Includes the evidence that some Arabs in branch of Islam as opposed to That. Hussein's ultimate benef'rt~ 
through non-military means. 	 the dominant orthodox Sunni goal Is the overthrow of Kholeft b1tnk of the Shalt al Arab. 	 Khuzistan have been fighting 

This, Hussein says, was with the Iraqis, it has also branch. Hussein and the other m~lni has been explicity ac

Though the immediate dan
 Although

seized by Iran In '1975 when been reported that when Iraq i leaders of the Iraq i Baathlst knowledged by officials at be neutral,ger of a major escalation the former shah forced Hus forces Invaded Khuzlstan, Party, however, are Sunnis. Iraq's mission to the United, to be secre appears to have been averted; Complicating this situation,sein to cede it to Iran in they were not, as they ex	 Nations who are in daily agement toan early resolution of the exchange for Iran ceasing aid 	 pected, met by the people the Ayatollah Khomelni, the contact with the Iraqi govern~ 
0publiclyconflict is unlikely. After ini  to the Kurds' struggle against with open arms. Instead, other leaders of the Iranian ment. "Our goal Is nothing

tial successes, the Iraqi 	 between It 
Iraq. Hussein also argues that many Khuzistani Arabs fled government and the majority lass than to bring down Kho

Baathist regime of Sad dam 	 Having triec 
of the people in Iran are Sh~ maini," said one Iraqi official. 

Hussein proposed a ceasefire 	 prevent the To make matters worse (from 	 (Wall Street Journal, October when it OCton October 1. The 'lranian the point of view of the Iraqi 	 1,1980.) The plan, they say, is invaded thgovernment, recognizing that regime) Khomeini has been 	 to take Khuzlstan from Iran abortive atl accepting such a truce would calling on the Iraqi Shi'a to 	 and use it.as a sanctuary for hostages, t mean accepting the Iraqi con overthrow their "infidel" gov	 Iraqi-supplied Iranian Arabs position tequests, turned down the offer. ernment and set up an Islamic 	 and Kurds who could then name.For the same reason, it re government on the Iranian 	 launch frequent guerrilla raids At the sjected the offers of Pakistani (Shi'a) model. 	 and terrorist actions against little to losePresident Z)a ul-Haq to me This appeal has made Hus Iran. IraqiS anadiate the-conflict. Given the sein rather nervous. From his 
Iranians. Th present stalemate between point of view, what better way 
may not wathe forces of the two sides, it to counter it than to mobilize . Hussein turns overthrownseems likely that the conflict the Iraqi people In a struggle 
fear that thwill continue on a limited to win back "Arab territory" toward U.S. 
might givescale for the foreseeable and to free "brother" Arabs 
opportunityfuture. and Kurds from Iranian cloml HUSsein has an additional 
U.S. stand:nation? The fact that the Iran	 objective In the current war.The I raq II ran war Is not cantly byian Revolution' has weakened 	 Prior to the Iranian Revolution easy to decipher. Few of the "soften upIran's once-formidable armed 	 in 1979, Iran under the shahstated aims of either side gime, hopilforces and spurred the strug	 was the prime policeman forprovide answers as to what sure iran togles .of oppressed nationali 	 U.S. Imperialism In the area.really is going on. Moreover, 

ties within Iran gave Hussein· The shah's overthrow, how·neither side in the' conflict is 
fighting for fully progressi,ve 	 ... reason to bel jeve that this ever, left a vacuum in the area. 

gambit would be successful, Although the Saudis areobjectives. To a great degree, 
the islands in the Persian Gulf into Iranian territory. perhaps even enabling him to pm-U.S., they have been unthe roots of the war lie in the 

continuing maneuvers which Iran seized In 1971 are Hu'sseln's primary purpose 	 get rid of the worrisome willing to playas aggressive a for 
Arab and belong to Iraq, In attacking Iran is certainly Iran ian ,~overnment. alto pro-imperialist role as thepower, prestige and influence 
which is an Arab nation, not his concern .for the rights gether. 	 U.S. ruling class would like.by the various nationalistic 

regimes of the Middle East. 	 instead of Iran, which is of oppressed people in Iran. That Hussein's goals ex As a result, It Is possible that 
Persian. Nor is it simply a desire to tend ~eyond the desire for the U.S. will now tum to Iraq 

Despite this, it is necessary Hussein has indicated that . chomp off a ch1,lnk of terri more territory is suggested by to fill the vacuum. Hussein 
to recognize that it is Iranian he is also 'interested in "lib tory-although this is ,a fac the activity in Iraq of exiled recognizes that this would in
self-determination and the erating" two of the oppressed tor. Instead, there is every right-wing opponents of th~ evitably increase Iraq's power 
Iran ian' Revolution, even nationalities within Iran: ttie reason to believe that the Iranian Islamic regime ..Gen and Influence in the region. 
though the reactionary Kho Kurds in the noPthwestern part chief objective of the Iraqi eral Gholam Oveissi, the form Since 1958, when th.e Iraqi 
mei ni stands at its head, that of the country and the Arabs Baathists is to overthrow the er military commander of the monarchy was overthrown, 
are threatened by the con in Khuzistan in the southwest. Islamic Republic and roll back shah, has reportedly been Iraq' has had friendly ties with 
flic!. This makes it necessary These lofty claims are hollow. the Iranian Revolution. training an Iranian counter the Soviet Union, supporting 
to defend Iran agai nstthe It is true that the Kurds have This goal stems in part from revolutionary army, which is it in International affairs and 
range' of forces which are fought for their freedom from Hussein's desire to stabilize based in 20 camps inside Iraq getting military and other 
allied against it. Such defense Iranian domination . for many his repressive but shaky ru Ie. on the Iraqllran border. Some forms otald in return. In 1974, 
is limited; it is crucial to point years. But they have also The Iraqi Baathist government reports pu't the number of however, the Iraqi regime
out that the 'Khomeini regime fought Iraqi regimes for the claims to be nationalist, anti  these"forces at 45,000, with began to shift· away from 
is fully intent on continuing same reason, since Kurdistan. imperialist and even socialist. another 25,000 in Bahrain and Russia and towardmove 
the oppression of national the Kurds' homeland, is occu Yet, like ather governments of Oman and 3,000 in Egypt. closer ties with the Un ited 
minorities such as the Arabs pied by both Iran and Iraq, as this kind, it maintains its Further, Bakhtiar, WesternShahpur States and other 
in the oil-producing province well as Turkey. As if to dis- power in an extremely brutal prime minister in the final imperialist powers. Although 

Left to right: Iranian howitzers defending Ahwaz; the Shatt al Arab, which Iraq now demands total control of. 

Iran-Iraq War: U.S. the Winner? 
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there are not yet formal diplO

matic ties between the U.S. 

and Iraq, trade between the 

two countries has soared, ac

companied by increasing "un

official" contact. Moreover 

several U.S. companies ar~ 

building projects in Iraq and 

U.S. universities are advising 

I raq's education authorities on 

technological institutes. Hus

sein, meanwhile, has lessened 

Iraq's military dependency on 

the Soviet Union, turning to 

France and Italy to equip the 

Iraqi armed forces. He has 

also refused the Russians a 

naval base at Ulm al-Qasr at 

the head of the Persian Gulf 

and has purged Iraqi commun

ists organizing clandestine 

groups in the Iraqi armed 
 Iraq's Saddam Hussein. 
forces. 


To complete this change in 

alignment, the Iraqi leader had 
 the hostages and to take other 
to prove his reliability to U.S. steps to ease its anti-U.S. 
imperialism by some concrete stance. 

act-the attack on the arch
 Already, the war has Inenemy of U.S. imperialism in 

creased the influence of thethe area, the Iranian regime, moderate Iranian Presidentseemed to fit the bill. Banl-Sadr, who has been de

crying Iran's international iso

lation and urging the country


Who to start communicating with 

the rest of the world, includ
benef'lts? 
ing, presumably, the United 
States. 

Although the U.S. claims to The real stance of the U.S.be neutral, it has every reason government 'in the presentto be secretly giving encour conflict is suggested by sevagement to the Iraqis while it eral facts. publicly offers to mediate 
First, Carter took advantagebetween the two countries. 

of the fighting to send four AirHaving tried unsuccessfully to 
Force 'ftldar command aircraftprevent the Iranian Revolution 
and several hundred supportwhen it occurred, and having 
personnel to Saudi Arabia,invaded the country in an 
adding to the existing U.S.abortive attempt to free the 
made F-5 fighters in the Saudihostages, the U.S. was in no 
air force and the 31 U.S. shipsposition to act in its own 
already in' the region.' Acname. 
cordi ng to State Department At the sam~/time, it had 
spokesmen, the SaUdis reIittle to lose by supporting the 
quested the planes to defendIraqiS ana the Bakhtiar-ite 
their eastern oil fields fromIranians. The U.S. imperialists 
Iranian at~ack. Yet, the onlymay not want Khomeini to be 
reason the Saudis have to fearoverthrown at this time out of 
an attack by iran is that theyfear that the resulting chaos 
are supporting Iraq in themight give the Russians the 

r 
present conflict.opportu n ity to step in. But the 

U.S. stands to gain signifi  Second, on October 2, the 
cantly by having the Iraqis U.S. -quickly seconded the 
"sotten up" the Iranian re Iraqi call for a ceasefire when 
gime, hoping this will pres it was obvious that such a 
sure Iran to agree to a deal on truce would recognize Iraqi 

Iranian President Bani-Sadr 
visiting troops at Khurramshahr. 

military gains as accom
plished facts. 

Finally, Egyptian President 
Anwar el-Sadat, presently 
number two policeman for 
U.S. imperialism in the Middle 
East, announced on Septem
ber 25 that the fighting be
tween Iran and Iraq was a 
perfect opportunity for the 
Iranian army to overthrow the 
Tehran regime of Ayatollah 
Khomeini and that the U.S. 
should support .such a take
over. 

But the best indication of 
the U.S. position in the cur
rent war is the answer to the 
question, qui bono-who ben
efits-from the Iraqi attack? 
The answer should be-we 
hope-clear. 

For their part, the RUSSian 
Imperialists seem to be the 
odd men out this time around. 
While they are losing ground 
in Iraq, they have been making 
no progress in courting Kho
meini; according to uncon
firmed reports, Russian offers 
of arms and aid were turned 
down by the Tehran regime. 
As a result, the Russians have 
little choice but to maintain a 
pose of neutrality and accuse 
the U.S. of trying to exploit 
the conflict to further its own 
interests, while they make 
various overtures to whichever 
Side appears most open to re
sponding positively. So far, 
they have had no takers. 

.Self-determination 
ignored 

Throughout all this, the 
interests of the Khuzistanl 
Arpbs and the Kurds, the 
people whose homes and 
lands are being decimated, 
are being ignored. The Kurds, 
oppressed by I raqi and Iranian 
regimes, and the Arabs in 
Khuzistan must have full 
rights of national self-determ
ination, up to and including 
the....rlgJ:lt to set up indepen
dent nations. Neither Hussein 
nor Khomeiniare fighting for 
these rights. 

While making this point 
clear, revolutionary socialists 
should defend Iran from the 
Iraqi/Bakhtiar-ite attack. ""rhe 
Khomeini regime is no model 
of social progressivism, but 
the Iraqis and the Iranian 
counter-revolutionaries are 
not attacking Iran for this 
reason. They are attacking the 
country because the Iranian 
regime is fiercely nationalist 
and firmly opposed to both 
the U.S. ruNng class and their 
Russian cousins. 

Whatever we may think of 
the Khomelni regime, the 
Iranian people have the right 
to choose their own govern
ment without being dictated 
to by outside powers. This 
right, the Iranians' right to 
self-determination, must be 
defended. Such a stand will 
further the struggle for social
ist revolution in Iran, as well 
as in the other Middle Eastern 
countries-the only road out 
of continued nationalist power 
struggles, rivalries and 
wars. 0 

WORlD 
III 

REfILtm 
French neD-Nazis bomb synagogue 

Neo-Nazi gangsters in France have staged a series of 
terrorist attacks against the country's Jewish community. On 
October 3, a bomb explosion outside a Paris synagogue killed 
four people and i.njured 12 others. A group called the European 
Natre ,1allst FaSCists claimed resP9nsibility for the bombing. 
Earlrer, the same group machlne-!'f\Jnned a synagogue, 
day-care center and school on September 26, and another 
synagogue on September 28. In response to the bombing, 
~undreds of thousands of people joined the Jewish community 
In huge protest demonstrations in Paris and a dozen other 
cities on Oct.ober .5. However, P!esident Giscard d'Estaing's 
governme~t IS trYlng,\!;l play down the nee-Nazi threat, while at 
the same time condemning the bombings. 

Despite the government's assurances, racist theories are 
beco~lng Incre?singly "respectable" within the French ruling 
class Itself. Alain de Benoist, the ideological leader of the 
French "New Right," openly proclaims that "Intelligent racism 
is less harmful than Intemperate, leveling, assimilating anti 
racism." He is a regular contributor to the weekly magazine 
supplement to the conservative Le Figaro. one of the largest 
newspapers in France. Yvon Blot, another "New Right" leader, 
declares that "Soclo-blology [racist genetic theory) is making 
spectacular progress. It cannot be ignored just because It Is 
close 10 certain Nazi themes." Blot is an official in the Rassem
blement pour la Republlque, a major party in the ruling 
government coalition. He also heads a leading right-wing 
group, the Club de I'Horloge. A~orJling to the Economist (July 
14,1979), "A high proportion 01 fFieclub's members serve in the 
administration, several as close aides to cabinet ministers." 

At present the out-and-out fascists represent a tiny minority 
of the population, while Benoist and Blot drawlheir main 
support from younger right-wing intellectuals antl civil 
servants. The ruling class as a whole will not turn to fascism as 
long as its traditional institutions-the police, the army, 
pari iament and the capitalist parties-are sufficient to preserve 
their control of society. But its right wing is more than willing 
to proVide the :'respectable racists" with government posts and 
outlets for their racist anti-Semitic filth in the national press. 
By doing so they are encouraging the neo-Nazi gangsters to 
continue their terrorist campaign. 

Mugabe orders PF troops disarmed 
On October 6, Robert Mugabe, the Black prime minister of 

newl~-indepen~entZimbabwe, sent his army into action for the 
frrsttlme-agalnst the Patriotic Front (PF) liberation forces 
which brought him to power. Government troops were ordered 
to ~oun.d up and disarf!! PF soldiers who had left their assembly 
pornts In t~e countrySide. The vast majority of the PF troops 
have remained in the assembly points Since the December 1979 
cease-fir~. They ar~ inc~easingly angry over being cooped up in 
tents while the white minority maintains possession of the 
surrounding farmland and continues to hold high government 
posts. :"ome Qj them have resumed raids against white 
plantation owners and pol ice. Between September 22-26, at 
least 10 su,ch raids occurred in the countryside around 
Goromonzl, about 20 miles from Salisbury, Zimbabwe's capital. 

The PF forces and the Black population as a whole believed 
they had gained control over Zimbabwe after PF leader Mugabe 
won the n.ati~nal elections held la~ February. In fact Mugabe is 
a pro-capltall~t pO!ltlclan who wants to build a capitalist state 
In Zimbabwe In alliance with the whites and their U.S. 
imperialist allies. To carry out this policy, Mugabe has to 
drss?lve and disarm the militant PF troop·s. However, growing 

.sections of the Black population, including some of Mugabe's 
supporters in the PF leadership, share the rank and file 
soldiers' frustration with the limited gains they have won since 
Indepel)dence. In early September, the government announced 
It would begin transporting PF contingents to Chitungwiza in 
order to guard them more closely. On September 9 a 
white-owned Chitungwiza newspaper claimed the I~cal Black 
population was afraid of the PF troops. The next day 500 Blacks 
from the area burned copies of the paper, while 1,700 In 
another demonstration carried signs reading, "We Want Our 
Comrades Back With Their Arms." Even some PF officials 
demanded that the government ban publication of the paper. 

-PB 
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of the cand idates or parties 
that is running a socialist 
campaign. Whatever you do 
on election day, however, weDon't Vote-Org 
urge you to think abo~t this: (ContinUE 

Today the capitalist system the most 
tators fear that this time the more the results appear to(Continued from page 1) mum wage and OSHA (the Oc	 the siave is in deep trouble, on a scale be legitimately the "will of thehostility to Reagan than en cupational Safety and Health around, only something like not seen since the last world 

thusiasm for the president, Act) which gives some small half of all those eligible to people" and the more the 	 And th 
war. Whatever the immediaterull,ng class will feel it has 	 importanwhose record of sensitivity to measure of protection to in vote will do so, marking a state of the economy, overallsupport for its anti-working 	 toward tBlacks' needs is poor indeed. dustrial workers. He has also monumental rejection of the 
it's in bad shape and getting

Moreover, as we go to press softened his support for anti  choices in this particular elec class program. The more peo	 made ex~
worse. Moreover internationaltion and, more broadly, the ple who vote, the more the 	 tory eSSEjust three weeks before elec union "right-to-work" laws, 	 tensions are increasing daily

and "changed his mind" about 	 electoral process as a whole. ruling class thinks people fall constanttion day, the polls reveal that 	 -and a world war could meanfor the line that this is really while Reagan is ahead, there his long-standing opposition 	 owners
that humanity would pass the a 	democratic system. 

The fewer the people who
are still huge numbers of to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 	 point of 

allow th 
no return. 

people who plan to vote-but These changes, Reagan slaves to 

haven't been able to decide hopes, will suffice to swing At the same time, theReasons not 	 vote, on the other hand, the need to 
more the ruling class knows primary ~undecided-more moderatewho in hell to vote for. Nor are to vote 	 workers' movement in this
tha' are ofthe candidates' programs-if voters to his side. there millions country is in poor shape. In between 

they can be called that-ex In addition to the growing The question that arises the face of near-runaway infla apeople who feel totally alien ocracy 
ated from the electoral propected to be what determines number of people who will with the same tedious regular	 tion-particularly of the ne dustriali~ 
cess and the capitalist systemtheir choice. Instead, factors vote withollt enthusiasm in ity as the elections them cessities of life, such as food, been per 

like the state of the economy, this election are the predicted selves is, then, what should it represents. By not votiot, shelter, clothing and shoes ery to cc 
what happens with the U.S. record numbers of Individuals people do on election day? we tell the ruling class that we in the face of mounting unem made no 
hostages being held in Iran, who will just sit this one out Our basic approach can be recognize that their elections, ployment and declining social own driVE 

which force us to choose oneentirely. Already, of the so	 summed up in three words: sion.and how successfully the can	 services, and in the face of aof their straw bosses to rundidates are packaged (what Is called "Free World" countries, Don'l vote, organlzel There 	 growing and Increasingly vi Finallytheir plantation, are a pile ofthe U.S. has one of the lowest are a number of reasons forknown as their "campaign cious right-wing movement the slav 
strategy") are all expected to percentages of Its eligible this. crap·.c!'JJ' '" In other words, In the face of Undergro
play the key role In who the voters actually voting. In the Voting won't make much of Change will come thl'OUgh one of the worst situations the sitated ,~
"undecideds" decide to 	 1976 presidential' elections, a difference. The only vote Ofg8nlzlng to fight, not the working has been Invote 	 class sion genE
for. 	 Just under 55 percent of those that supposedly counts In the ballot box. History has shown the Depressionsince Great ers dem 

All this Indicates that neith eligible to vote did so. This Is election Is the one for either time and again that only when 
and World War II, there has right to il 

er Garter nor Reagan (nor, ob way below the 88.7 percent the Dempcratlc or Republican workers and oppressed P8<'ple barely been an organized re use the a 
viously, Anderson) has been who cast their ballots In the party nominee. And we don't get themselves organized to sponse from any section of duty, te
able to convince very many recent West German elec.. believe It will make a hell of a lake direct action In their own the working class. Thls,ls the slaves ilInterests will they make anypeople that he has a workable tlOriS, for example. lot of difference whether Car	 qlJestion we believe people arrest arkind of real gains. The elghtsolution to the mess the U.S., Nor Is this simply a ques ter is re-elected or Reagan should be addressing them

and Indeed the whole world, Is tion of numbers; studies show replaces hIm In the White hour day, the right to union


selves to, not whether one 
In. Perhaps most Important, that class, race and age are House. We're not saying Ize, even women's right to 

vote more or less, here or 
while the right wing has had the crucial factors. "The typi they're exactly the same but, vote-all these things were 

there, will make a difference 
the initiative in defining what cal voter Is a white male 25-64 as we discussed several won In the streets and only 

In the upcoming elections. 
the problems are, and propos years old who Is married, has months ago, whoever Is elec afterward codified Into legis

ing some solutions, hardcore a white-collar job •.. earns ted will follow roughly the lation as a resu It of .the: Now Is not the time for 
right-wing ideology has not more than $15,000 a year ... same right-wing ruling class struggle. The Civil Rights 1\cf lesser-evil choices that are ali 
gained the kind of hegemony Ihles In the suburbs." (New program, one which caters to of 1964, for example, wasn't evil. Now is not the time to get 
over the political scene that York Times, September 21~ the needs of U.S. capitalism passed because people voted Involved In meaningless elec TheRi 
its proponents had thought 1980, p. 62.) Almost three' In this period of decline. for Lyndon Johnson, Lyndon tion -'Campaigns that will W 
or hoped. quarters of the "white-collar ("Election '80: Ruling Class Johnson supported passage have little effect on the future. The Rl 

The result is that Reagan workers" voted In 1976, as Shifts Right as Crisis Deep of the act because there were Now is the time for the work Ec 
has had to do an about-face against just under half of ens," Torch/La Antorcha, July tens of thousands of people, ing class and all those who Imperl. 
on a number of his more right those' holding "blue-collar 15-August 14, 1980, p. 12.) Black and white, out fighting are being chewed up by the (E 
wing positiJ!1ns that could cost jobs." And 60.9 percent of Whatever their campaign rhe against racism, segregation crisis to organize to fight for Maoisl 
him votes. particularly those eligible whites voted, com toric or actual differences, and discrimination. our own interests. Now is the Basic) 
of workers and certai n layers pared to 48.7 percent of what they will do in office is time to recognize that an of 
of middle class people. He Blacks and 31.8 percent of defined by the needs of the attack on one section of the U, 
has, for example, backed off Latins. system and the dominant Build the working class is an attack on Gay li 
his OPPOSition to the mini- Soh)e bourgeois commen- thinking in the ruling class. workers'movement the entire working class and of. 

Those who are afraid of Rea that we should all support FII 
gan would do well to remem- For all these reasons, we each other's struggle. Now is South) 
~ that when he was governor think. the best thing people the time to start building a Chile: 

of California he pursued main could do <..1 November 4 strong and united working Progral 
·stream ruling class policies. would be to stay away from class movement that can deSv.denham Not voting Is a more effec the polls. But if some people fend all of us from the capital  Chile: 
tive way of making It clear 	 feel strongly that they should ists' attacks that are only

(Continued from page 3) , of the political strategy of the where you stand than voting. 	 vote, we would suggest they going to increase in the
of community residents who coalition leaders. They want to The more people w~o vote, 	 vote "protest"-vote for one months and years to come. 0 
were out on the picket lines. build demonsfrations, occu
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iC3tBS CT parties sorts of horrible crimes upon emanCipation. When the mili  shed-over 40,000 of them, 
:': ,_,g a soctaHst Ihe inhabitants. This present tary situation forced Lincoln more than a third, were killed 
/ilateV€-r 00 theatre of guerrilla warfare has to issue the Emancipation in action.Slave Revolts al this time, a most Important Proclamation and admit Slavery was finally abol

acour thES: interest for our authorities. It Blacks into the Union army, ished because Blacks and 
(Continued from page 13) aiding an escaped slave. In is described as II rich country the slaves rushed to take their revolutionary allies suo

c6p:talis! system 'he Most steadfast activists order to maintain slavery, a ... and one of Ihe most im advantage of the opportunity. ceeded in influencing the Civil 
;ubfe; on a scare i!':e slaves who escaped. general pol ice-state climate portan! sources of meat sup Harriet Tubman, for exam War, making it in part a revo

TheFlise 01 State Capitalism (How the Russian ,Revolution 
'Was S!I1ashed) ............................................$.50 

:e th€ last wofid 	 was needed. Democratic plies ~hat Is now accessible to ple, joined the Department of lutionary war for liberation.And the slave revolts were
If the immediate 	 rights for anyone in the so our armies." the South (Union forces oper But they did not succeed inimportant as a driving force sconomy, overaJl 	 ciety were a threat to the Dozens of similar examples ati ng from the Sea Islands of! making it their war-a~dtoward the Civil War. They
!ape and geWng 	 slavery system. This meant occurred in every Southern the coast of South Carolina). Black people are still notmade expansion of slave terri )ver international 	 that white workers, for exam state. This was not what On the night of June 2. 1863. FREE. And so Black rebeltory essential, serving as aincreasing daily 	 ple, had to oppose slavery to Lincoln and the Northern .in she led a force of 300 Black lions, with Miami as the latestconstant reminder to the siave , war could mean 	 defend their own rights. dustrialists wanted. They had troops in a guerrilla raid up example, continue. It will take ownens that they dare not 
f wo{j!,{~ pass the 	 The Civil War, when it came no intention o'f disturbing the Combahee River; over 750 a new revolutionary civil warallow the ooncentration ofetum, 	 in 1861, created the split in slavery; they simply wanted to slaves revolted, set fire to to win real freedom for all. Asslaves to grow too great. This 

the ruling class and the gen establish their own unchal their plantations and joined we work for that day, the 
Ime ti;ne, the need to expand was the 

eral turmoil in society that had lenged rule. But Blacks, de the guerrilla force. spirits of Harriet Tubman,
,'€,ment ~n th~s primary source of the conflict 

previously been lacking. Slave spite' the resistance of the In all, over 120;000 Blacks Gabriel Prosser, Denmark Vebetween the Southern slavpeer shape. in rebellions were an Important bourgeoisie, intended to make joined the Union armies. One sey, Nat Turner and John ocracy and the Northern inif-runaway infla part of the war itself. Aptheker the Civil War" into their war measure of how hard they 13,rown will be marching ondustrialists; who would have3ri, of the ne Quotes a Confederate news a revolutionary war for their fought was the blood they a'Yongside of us.O 
e, such as food, 	 been perfectly happy for slav paper as saying that it was 

ery to continue as long as Itng and shoes "difficult to find words of de· 
noul1ting unem made no imposition on their 

scription ... of the wild and crals and to put rank and meown drive for profit and expandeclining social 
sion. . terrible consequences of the 	 workers in control. The lightin the face of a negro raids in this obscure for workers' democracy inside

increasingly vi Finally, the efforts to stop ... theatre of war •... In the 	 the Glydons Organizing Com
ng movement GI donsthe slave revolts and the two counties of Currituck and 	 mittee' was one example of 
~, in the face of Underground Railroad neces Camden, there are said to be how this can be done.
sf situations the sitatedvast pOlitIcal repres Irom five to six hundred (Continued from page 11) tan! as it was-was less im Much has been learned 
I has been in sion generally. The slave own negroes, who are not In. the strike because it was clearly a portant than their main task: from the experience of the
eat Depression ens "Clemandeld and got the regular military organization decisive test of strength for defending capitalism. When it strike. Yet the strike lost. 
if II, there has right to intercept the mails, to of the Yankees, but who, out them. But they weren't willing became clear that revolution Could something have been 
n Ofganized ~ use the army for slave control lawed and disowned by their to do what was needed to win aries from the RSL/CRC had done different, sooner, or 
any section of duty, to capture escaped maste~. lead the lives of It. At every opportunity they both a base and leadership better? Could it 'have won? ass. This is the .slaves in free territory, fo bandlt!l, roving the country held back the spontaneous positions among the rank and Possibly, though it is difficult
believe people a~fest and imprison anyone with fire and committing all militancy of the strikers. They file strikers, the ILG began to to see what more could have
dressing them- urged conciliation witl:! the sabotage and neglect its own been done given the relation
1 whether one boss when he hinted at a strike. 	 of forces. The boss was

less, here Of settlement. Whim he turned The pro-capitalist role of determined to resist and had
ke a dlfferenca on them with tougher injunc the lJll'')n leadership raises solid support from other gar
og electlons. tions, they quietly obeyed. another issue. Should revolu )ment owners. The union lead
: the time for They never even attempted a tionaries work inside the con ership was unwilling to wage 
ices that are ail serious legal challenge to the servative trade unions at all? a real fight. The revolutionary 
t the time to get injunctions. When the strike One'thing the Glydons strike nucleus among the strikers 
aninglessele<> began to lose ground, they showed is the tremendous was smalY and newly organ
ns that will' blamed the revolutionaries. desire for unionization on the ized. The wonder Is thai the 
:t on the future. The Rlissian Revolution (Revolutionary Socialist - But when these same revolu part .of garment workers, who strike ever happened at all 
ie for the work Educational Series, No. 1)............................$1.00 tionaries gathered dozens of are among the lowest paid and and lasted six months! 
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strike, the ILG leaders said other shops across the gar

sts. Now is the BasiC.An, they didn't need any help.. tion of defense-to hold back ment district. Some went to .of Sfate<::apitalism (Document of Struggle 
~nize that an 'Clf .the.. evolutionary Tendency of the Red Flag Finally, when the NLRB ruled the effects of inflation, to new jobs in small groups to 
section of the Uniorlj',............_..........................................$.60 	 resist Migra raids and depor maintain political and friend
against the strike in August, 
is an attack on Gay Liberation Through Socialist Revolution (Document the cowardly ILG bu'reaucracy tations, to' remove racist su ship ties established during 
king class and ot,Struggle.ofthe ,Revolutionary Tendency of the Red was quick to declare an end, pervisors. And they are right. the strike. A few are consider
Id all support FIIig'.Unlon) ...'.................. , ..........•.•...........•.$.50 hoping to cover the fact that The union, however corrupt its ing possible unionizing efforts 

their--ewn timid tactics had bureaucratic leadership. is a in the new shops and how 
gutteathe strike and guaran basic weapon which. workers best to work within the union. 
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and maintain a united front and must be thrown out. But struggle breaks out again, 
rease in the with local ILG leaders in o ..der the union itself. must be they will be there. A strike is a 

ars to come. == to win union recognition and a defended and built. Revolu school for revolution. We will 
union contract at Glydons. tionary work inside the unions see more clearly the results of 
B.ut to the union bureaucracy, means organizing to take this one in the yeans to 
winning at Glydons-impor- power away fr~m the bure",u- come.Q 
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